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Description

FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates in general to remote desktop protocols, and more particularly to providing improved
bandwidth optimization for remote desktop protocol.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The remote desktop protocol (RDP) is a communication protocol used for providing access to a remote device
using a graphical interface. RDP can be used, for example, in a client/server application to provide a user of a first
computing device a graphical interface showing a desktop environment of a user session running on a remote server
device. The RDP is generally used to transport large quantities of image data (as well as other types of data) over a
communication network in order to provide the graphical interface from the remote device to the user’s device with
minimal delay, so to enable the user to interact with the remote device in real-time. In environments in which the
communication network has limited bandwidth, and/or in environment in which communication between the user’s and
the remote devices is subject to packet loss and/or communication delays, the performance of the RDP may suffer. For
instance, the user may experience a choppy and/or incomplete version of the graphical user interface running on the
remote device. In order to improve the user’s experience, methods and systems are needed to reduce the bandwidth
utilization of the RDP, and to minimize performance degradation of the RDP across lossy and/or delayed communication
links.
[0003] Prior art document US 7,672,005 B1 discloses a method and apparatus for comparing portions of data from a
digital raster signal to a plurality of scan blocks of data, where each scan block in the plurality describes either a defined
image area or entire image frame. Included are a hashing function that calculates hash codes for spatially-defined
segments of an incoming raster signal; a recent scan hash table containing hash codes for scan blocks received within
a specified time period; a comparator for comparing calculated hash codes for the spatially-defined segments of the
incoming raster signal with hash codes stored in the recent scan hash table; a pixel capture and timing module for
capturing a digital raster signal; and an output selector for selecting for transmission a compressed form of a scan block,
a hash code index, or no data if a scan block exists in a remote frame playout buffer.
[0004] Prior art document US 2002/0073061 A1 discloses an improvement of the performance of distributed systems
by reducing the amount of graphical data transmitted between an application server and a thin client. The encoding
technique used for graphical data is adapted in response to the repetitiveness of the graphical data during a particular
client-server session. Indexes are maintained that are indicative of this repetitiveness and which identify a particular
location in the client’s cache memory storing the graphical data. Where the index is not found, but a fuzzy key indicates
a strong likelihood that the graphical object is located at the client, the client’s persistent storage memory is searched
for a file name corresponding to the fuzzy key and which stores the graphical object therein.

SUMMARY

[0005] The invention is related to a method according to claim 1, a computer program according to claim 5 and an
apparatus according to claim 6. Further embodiments of the invention are defined by the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified diagram of a system, in accordance with various aspects of the subject technology.
FIG. 2 illustrates a simplified connection diagram of a Virtual Desktop Accelerator (VDA) system, in accordance
with various aspects of the subject technology.
FIG. 3 illustrates a simplified flow diagram of a process performed with a VDA system, in accordance with various
aspects of the subject technology.
FIG. 4 illustrates a simplified signal timing diagram of a process performed with a VDA system, in accordance with
various aspects of the subject technology.
FIG. 5 illustrates a flow diagram of a process performed with a VDA client, in accordance with various aspects of
the subject technology.
FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram of a process performed with a VDA server, in accordance with various aspects of
the subject technology.
FIG. 7 is a conceptual block diagram illustrating an example of a computing device.
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FIGS. 8A and 8B each respectively illustrate a simplified block diagram of a client device and a server, in accordance
with various aspects of the subject technology.
FIGS. 9A, 9B, and 9C are block diagrams representing examples of a method, a machine-readable storage medium
encoded with instructions, and an apparatus for processing a first data stream received from a remote server to
generate a second data stream conforming to a remote desktop protocol (RDP), in accordance with one aspect of
the disclosure.
FIGS. 10A, 10B, and 10C are block diagrams representing examples of a method, a machine-readable storage
medium encoded with instructions, and an apparatus for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote
desktop protocol (RDP) to stream a second data stream to a remote client device, in accordance with one aspect
of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] The detailed description set forth below is intended as a description of various configurations of the subject
technology and is not intended to represent the only configurations in which the subject technology may be practiced.
The appended drawings are incorporated herein and constitute a part of the detailed description. The detailed description
includes specific details for the purpose of providing a thorough understanding of the subject technology. However, it
will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the subject technology may be practiced without these specific details. In
some instances, well-known structures and components are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring
the concepts of the subject technology. Like components are labeled with identical element numbers for ease of under-
standing.
[0008] The remote desktop protocol (RDP) is a communication protocol used to provide access to a remote device
using a graphical interface. The RDP can be used, for example, in a client/server application to provide a user of a first
computing device a graphical interface showing a desktop environment of a user session running on a remote server
device. The RDP can also be used to provide the user of the first computing device with a graphical interface showing
a desktop environment of another local or remote computing device. The RDP can be especially useful in client/server
implementations in which client applications and client terminals are designed so that the majority of the heavily used
resources are at a remote computing machine, such as a centralized server, connected to the client terminal via a
network. The client terminal may have minimal memory, disk storage, and processor power, but may be designed under
the premise that most users connected to a powerful server do not need the additional processing power. Indeed, the
client terminal may only require sufficient processing power and memory storage to receive a stream of RDP data, to
process and display the RDP data on the client terminal, to receive user input data, and to transmit the user input data
to the server. With these client terminals, the total cost of ownership is minimized, because of the reduced resources
and because the clients can be centrally administered from the server.
[0009] More particularly, the RDP can be used for a remote connection from a RDP client device running a Windows
operating system (OS) based device to a RDP server. The RDP can also be used for a remote connection from a RDP
client device running other types of operating systems, such as Linux, UNIX, Android, iOS, or any other appropriate OS
platform. The RDP server can send screen image data, such as by sending multiple screen images forming a grid of
16x16 bitmap images per screen frame. In general, the screen images may form a major portion of the data being
transmitted using the RDP protocol, and may be transmitted in a bitmap format. The RDP server can alternatively or
additionally send other types of data, including text data, RDP header data, RDP control data, binary data blocks, and/or
the like. In general, the data transported by the RDP protocol (including image, text, RDP header, RDP control, and
binary data block data, or the like) can be referred to as packet data herein. In some instances, one or more of the screen
images may be repeated in different screen frames, or one or more of the other types of data may be repeated in different
packets. However, even in situations in which one or more of the screen images (or other types of data) are repeated,
the RDP protocol retransmits all of the screen images in each frame (or other types of data in each packet), every time,
without any optimization. In order to improve the efficiency of the RDP protocol, methods and systems that provide RDP
data caching may obviate the need to retransmit all screen images in each frame (and/or retransmit all repeated packet
data). For example, a memory cache may store the images sent by the RDP server at the client, the RDP server may
be configured to later send only the image index of a stored image if the image is repeated, and the RDP client may be
configured to load the stored/repeated image from the memory cache on the RDP client when an image index is received.
Similarly, the memory cache may store data received from the RDP server at the client, the RDP server may be configured
to send only the data index of stored data if the data is repeated, and the RDP client may be configured to load the
stored/repeated data from the memory cache. The use of a memory cache may thus help in increasing the efficiency
and lowering the bandwidth usage of the RDP protocol.
[0010] Additionally, the images sent in the RDP protocol from the RDP server can be compressed to further increase
the efficiency and reduce the bandwidth usage of the RDP. For example, the screen images may be compressed by
different image compression algorithms, such as image compression conforming to the JPEG, TIFF, or RLE standards.
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The memory cache storing the images on the RDP client may store the images as de-compressed images, such that
the terminal server need not compress the repeated images and the terminal client device (i.e., the device running the
RDP client) need not require decompression logic to repeatedly decompress images loaded from the memory cache.
As such, the RDP data caching may further reduce the processing load on the RDP server and client by requiring fewer
screen images to be compressed and decompressed, thereby further improving the performance of the protocol as the
number of repeated images increases.
[0011] Furthermore, the RDP protocol commonly uses a run-length encoding (RLE) image compression algorithm
which may not be an optimal image compression algorithm. Hence, the efficiency of the RDP protocol can further be
improved by compressing each screen image using a compression algorithm having a higher compression ratio, such
as JPEG, TIFF, or other similar high-compression-ratio image compression algorithms. By using a compression algorithm
having a higher compression ratio, the quantity of image data that needs to be transferred over the network can be
minimized.
[0012] Finally, the RDP uses packets conforming to the transport control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) standard
to communicate between the client device and the remote server device. While the use of the TCP/IP transport protocol
may provide suitable performance in a network environment having a short latency (e.g., a network latency of less than
90ms), an RDP session running over a TCP/IP link may experience severely degraded performance when the network
latency increases (e.g., for network latencies of more than 90-100ms). In network environments having higher network
latencies (e.g., latencies of 90-100ms or more), the performance of the RDP may be improved by using a user datagram
protocol (UDP) or improved UDP (e.g., UDP Plus) transport protocol for communicating RDP packet data between the
client device and the remote server.

Overall System

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified diagram of a system 100, in accordance with various aspects of the subject
technology. The system 100 may include one or more client computing devices 102 (e.g., client devices 102a, 102b,
and 102c, referenced generally as client device 102) in communication with a server computing device 108 (server) via
either a public network 118 or a corporate network 114. In some aspects, the server 108 is configured to allow remote
sessions (e.g., remote desktop sessions) wherein users can access applications and files on the server 108 by logging
onto the server 108 from a client device 102. Such a connection may be established using any of several well-known
techniques such as the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) on a server running an operating system that is based on or
compatible with operating systems including Windows, Linux, UNIX, Android, iOS, or other operating system platforms.
In some aspects, the client devices 102 may communicate with the server 108 using file transfer protocol (FTP), hypertext
transfer protocol (HTTP), hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS), or other suitable protocols.
[0014] By way of illustration and not limitation, a client device 102 can represent a computer, a mobile phone, a laptop
computer, a thin client device, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a portable computing device, or a suitable device with
a processor. In one example, a client device 102 is a smartphone (e.g., iPhone, Android phone, Blackberry, etc.). In
certain configurations, a client device 102 can represent a cashier device, an audio player, a game console, a camera,
a camcorder, an audio device, a video device, a multimedia device, or a device capable of supporting a connection to
a remote server. In one example, a client device 102 can be mobile. In another example, a client device 102 can be
stationary. According to one aspect of the disclosure, a client device 102 may be a device having at least a processor
and memory, where the total amount of memory of the client device 102 could be less than the total amount of memory
in a server 108. In one example, a client device 102 does not have a hard disk. In one aspect, a client device 102 may
comprise flash memory instead of a hard disk. In one aspect, a client device may include one or more client devices.
[0015] In one aspect, a client device 102 is a conventional personal computer (PC). In another aspect, a client device
102 is a specific-purpose client device designed for a specific-purpose (rather than a general purpose). The specific-
purpose client device may be, for example, a client device designed as a cashier machine at a department store, a client
device designed to carry out specific tests or measurements, a client device designed to carry out a specific medical
application for diagnosis and/or treatment of a patient, etc.
[0016] In one aspect, a server 108 may represent a computer, a laptop computer, a computing device, a database,
an in-house server, a repository server, a configuration application server, a domain name system (DNS) server, a
dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) server, a virtual machine (e.g., VMware® Virtual Machine), a desktop
session (e.g., Microsoft Terminal Server), a published application (e.g., Microsoft Terminal Server) or a suitable device
with a processor. In a preferred aspect, a server 108 is stationary. In another aspect, a server 108 can be mobile. In yet
another aspect, a server 108 can be embedded. In certain configurations, a server 108 may be any device that can
represent a client device. In a preferred aspect, the server 108 is not a client. In one aspect, a server 108 may include
one or more servers, or functions of one or more servers.
[0017] In one example, a first device is remote to a second device when the first device is not directly connected to
the second device. In one example, a first remote device may be connected to a second device over a communication
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network such as a Local Area Network (LAN), a Wide Area Network (WAN), and/or other network for remote operations.
[0018] When a client device 102 and a server 108 are remote with respect to each other, a client device 102 may
connect to a server 108 over a public network 118 and/or the corporate network 114, for example, via a modem connection,
a LAN connection including the Ethernet or a broadband WAN connection including DSL, Cable, T1, T3, Fiber Optics,
Wi-Fi, or a mobile network connection including GSM, GPRS, 3G, WiMax or other remote network connection. The
public network 118 or the corporate network 114 can be a LAN network, a WAN network, a wireless network, the Internet,
an intranet or other remote network. In one aspect, the public network 118 or the corporate network 114 may include
one or more routers for routing data between client devices and/or servers. A remote device (e.g., client device, server)
on a network may be addressed by a corresponding network address, such as, but not limited to, an Internet protocol
(IP) address, an Internet name, a Windows Internet name service (WINS) name, a domain name or other system name.
These illustrate some examples as to how one device may be remote to another device. But the subject technology is
not limited to these examples.
[0019] According to certain aspects of the present disclosure, the terms "server" and "remote server" are generally
used synonymously in relation to a client device, and the word "remote" may indicate that a server is in communication
with other device(s), for example, over a network connection(s). Similarly, the terms "client device" and "remote client
device" are generally used synonymously in relation to a server, and the word "remote" may indicate that a client device
is in communication with a server(s), for example, over a network connection(s).
[0020] In one aspect of the disclosure, a "client device" may be sometimes referred to as a client or vice versa. Similarly,
a "server" may be sometimes referred to as a server device or vice versa.
[0021] In some aspects, the server 108 may comprise a RDP server 104 and a virtual desktop accelerator (VDA)
server 106. Although the server 108 is shown as comprising both of these servers, one or both servers may be placed
outside the server 108. Alternatively, the RDP and VDA servers 104 and 106 may be components or applications (e.g.,
server applications) running on a same server 108 or on different servers. The server 108 may further comprise various
other servers such as a DNS server, a DHCP server, and/or an application server. In some aspects, one or more of
these servers may be combined together as a single server. In some aspects, the server 108 may also be referred to
as an in-house server because the server 108 may primarily operate to communicate with clients 102a and 102b over
a private network such as the corporate network 114. In some aspects, client device 102c is on the same domain.
[0022] In some aspects, at least a portion of the server 108 may be accessible from the public network 118. For
example, as shown in FIG. 1, the RDP and VDA servers 104 and 106 are accessible from the public network 118. Thus,
the client device 102c may communicate with the server 108 (e.g., the RDP server 104 and/or the VDA server 106) via
the public network 118.
[0023] As shown in FIG. 1, each client device 102 can include a RDP client and/or a VDA client. In one aspect, the
RDP client is an application or component running on the client device 102. The RDP client can be configured to connect
to the RDP server 104 through the network (114 or 118) to receive an RDP data stream from the RDP server 104, to
display received RDP data on the client device 102, and to transmit user input data back to the RDP server 104. Similarly,
the VDA client (also referred to as a VDA client component) is an application or component running on the client device
102. The VDA client is configured to connect to the VDA server 106 through the network (114 or 118) to receive a VDA
data stream from the VDA server 106, to process the received VDA data so as to generate a corresponding RDP data
stream, and to transmit or stream the generated RDP data stream to the RDP client on the client device 102.
[0024] According to various aspects of the subject technology, the clients 102 may each be running a windows-based
operating system, such as any of the Windows Embedded family of operating systems (e.g., Windows Embedded
Compact, Windows Embedded Standard, Windows Embedded Enterprise, Windows Embedded POSReady, Windows
Embedded NAVReady, Windows Embedded Server, etc.) or other suitable embedded images. The clients may alter-
natively be running Linux, UNIX, Android, iOS, or any other appropriate operating system.

Virtual Desktop Accelerator (VDA) System

[0025] FIG. 2 illustrates a simplified connection diagram of a VDA system, in accordance with various aspects of the
subject technology. The system may include a server 108, and at least one client device 102 in communication with the
server through one or more networks 114/118.
[0026] The client device 102 may include a RDP client 110 configured to establish a connection with RDP server 104
so as to receive a RDP stream (or RDP data stream) from the RDP server 104. The client device 102 may further include
a VDA client 112 configured to establish a connection with VDA server 106 so as to receive a VDA stream (or VDA data
stream) from the VDA server 106. Additionally, the RDP client 110 and VDA client 112 may be configured to communicate
with each other on the client device 102.
[0027] The server 108 may include a RDP server 104 and a VDA server 106 configured to communicate with each
other. The VDA server 106 may further be configured to communicate with the VDA client 112, while the RDP server
104 may be configured to communicate with RDP client 110 either directly (though network(s) 114/118) and indirectly
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(through VDA server 106, network(s) 114/118, and VDA client 112).
[0028] The VDA system 200 includes the VDA server 106 of server 108 and the VDA client 112 of client device 102.
In general, the connections (e.g., VDA connection and RDP connection) established with the VDA system and/or the
VDA system components are logical connections such as packet switched communication sessions through a packet
switched network.
[0029] The VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 can be used to increase the efficiency of an RDP connection between
the RDP client 110 and the RDP server 104. In particular, the VDA client 112 can be configured to intercept a RDP
connection request transmitted by the RDP client 110 to the RDP server 104, and to establish a VDA connection with
the VDA server 106, so as to establish a virtual RDP connection between RDP client 110 and RDP server 104 that is
routed through (or passes through) the VDA client 112, the established VDA connection, and the VDA server 106. The
VDA client 112 and server 106 each include respective memory caches 113 and 107, which may be used by the VDA
connection to increase the efficiency of data transmissions and reduce bandwidth usage.
[0030] In one aspect of the disclosure, the VDA client 112 is configured to intercept a connection request sent by the
RDP client 110 to the RDP server 104 (or RDP server component) of server 108 and, based on the intercepted connection
request, to establish a connection to a VDA server 106 (or VDA server component) of server 108. If the VDA client 112
successfully identifies or locates a VDA server 106 on server 108, and successfully establishes a VDA connection to
the VDA server 106, the VDA client 112 routes an RDP connection between RDP client 110 and RDP server 104 through
the VDA client 112, the established VDA connection, and the VDA server 106. The VDA client may thus function as a
proxy RDP server with respect to RDP client 110, by receiving RDP requests from RDP client 110 and transmitting an
RDP data stream to RDP client 110. Similarly, the VDA server 106 may function as a proxy RDP client with respect to
RDP server 104, by transmitting RDP requests to RDP server 104 and receiving an RDP data stream from RDP server
104. However, if the VDA client 112 is unable to identify or locate a VDA server on server 108, or is unable to establish
a VDA connection to VDA server 106, the VDA client 112 can forward to the RDP server 104 the connection request
intercepted from the RDP client 110, such that a direct RDP connection between the RDP client 110 and the RDP server
104 can be established.
[0031] The connection request intercepted by the VDA client 112 generally includes an internet protocol (IP) address
for the RDP server 104 the RDP client 110 is trying to connect to, as well as communication port information for the
RDP server 104 and a version number for the RDP protocol to be used. As a part of establishing a VDA connection with
the VDA server 106, the VDA client 112 generally sends to the VDA server 106 connection information including one
or more of the internet protocol (IP) address for the RDP server 104 retrieved from the intercepted connection request,
communication port information for the RDP server 104 retrieved from the intercepted connection request, and information
on the maximum number and/or size of cache memory buffers (e.g., memory cache 113) that the VDA client 112 can
support for storing screen images or other data. In response to receiving the connection request, the VDA server 106
determines whether a VDA connection should be established with the VDA client 112 based on the connection information.
The VDA server 106 may additionally attempt to establish a RDP connection with the RDP server 104 by sending a
connection request to the RDP server 104.
[0032] If a connection (e.g., a VDA connection) is successfully established between the VDA client 112 and VDA
server 106, and if a connection (e.g., a RDP connection) is successfully established between the VDA server 106 and
RDP server 104, the VDA system 200 can begin routing data streams. For example, the VDA system 200 can begin
routing an RDP stream between the RDP server 104 and RDP client 110 through the VDA connection, and thereby
increase the efficiency of data transmissions and reduce bandwidth usage of such transmissions through network(s)
114/118.
[0033] When routing a data stream, the VDA system 200 is configured to receive, at the VDA server 106, an RDP
data stream from the RDP server 104. The VDA server 106 processes the received RDP data stream to create a VDA
data stream for transmission to the VDA client 112. In particular, the VDA server 106 can parse the RDP stream containing
RDP content, identify image data or other types of data (referred generally as packet data) included in the RDP stream,
and generate an altered RDP stream by adding cache headers to image data (or other types of packet data), compressing
the image data (e.g., using JPEG or TIFF image compression) or the packet data (e.g., using ZIP compression), and
removing duplicative image or other types of packet data. The VDA server 106 can additionally bulk compress (e.g., by
using a compression application such as zlib) and encrypt the altered RDP stream (including image data and/or other
types of packet data) to create the VDA stream. The VDA stream is then transmitted to the VDA client 112 through the
network(s) 114/118.
[0034] In the VDA client 112, the VDA stream can be decrypted and bulk decompressed to reconstruct the altered
RDP stream. The decompressed data can then be parsed by the VDA client 112 to identify and retrieve cache headers,
compressed image data, and/or other types of packet data. The VDA client 112 can decompress the image or other
packet data, and process the cache headers to reconstruct the RDP stream. In one aspect, cache headers include
commands for performing operations on memory cache 113, such as storing received image data or other packet data
in the memory cache, retrieve stored image or other packet data from the memory cache, and flushing (or clearing) the
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memory cache. The VDA client 112 thus reconstructs the RDP stream from the VDA stream, and transmits the recon-
structed RDP stream to the RDP client 110.
[0035] The VDA client 112 can be an application or component running on the client device 102 running the RDP
client 110. Alternatively, VDA client 112 can be an application or component running on a router, intermediary server,
or other computing device located near RDP client 110 (and remote from RDP server 104), and used to transport the
RDP connection request between RDP client 110 and RDP server 104. The VDA client 112 may perform functions
including: intercepting a connection request between the RDP client 110 and the RDP server 104; connecting to a VDA
server 106 (or VDA server component) on the server 108 or RDP server 104 machine; understanding and parsing of a
VDA stream; decrypting data packets received from a VDA server 106; decompressing compressed data received from
the VDA server (such as data compressed using a zlib compression algorithm); decompressing RDP screen images
received in different formats and modes (e.g., JPEG, TIFF, or the like); and caching (or storing) uncompressed (or
decompressed) images or other packet data in a memory cache 113.
[0036] In one aspect, the VDA server 106 may be a standalone server, or server application or server component
running on the server 108 or the RDP server 104. In another aspect, the VDA server 106 can be a standalone server,
or an application or component running on a router, intermediary server, or other computing device located near RDP
server 104 (and remote from RDP client 110), and used to transport the RDP connection request between RDP client
110 and RDP server 104. The VDA server 106 is generally active on a machine (e.g., server 104, 106, or 108) remote
to the client 102, and the VDA server 106 listens for connections from one or more VDA clients 112. In response to
receiving a connection request from and/or establishing a VDA connection with a VDA client 112, the VDA server 106
can try to connect to the RDP server 104 at the IP address and port provided in the connection request received from
the VDA client 112. In establishing a connection to the RDP server 104, the VDA server 106 may function as a RDP
client (i.e., a proxy RDP client) with respect to the RDP server 104. The VDA server 106 can return a success response
(e.g., a connection acknowledgment ACK response message) to the VDA client 112 if the connection to the RDP server
104 is successful; otherwise, the VDA server 106 may send a failure response (e.g., a connection NACK response
message) to the VDA client 112.
[0037] The VDA server 106 may perform functions including: establishing a connection to the RDP server 104; accepting
connections from one or more VDA clients 112; understanding and parsing a RDP data stream; compressing RDP
screen images in different formats (e.g., JPEG, TIFF, or the like) or RDP packet data in different formats (e.g., ZIP, or
the like); maintaining a memory cache 107 storing hash values; storing a hash function used to generate a unique hash
value/key for each image or other packet data in the RDP stream; compressing data using a bulk compression algorithm
(e.g., using zlib compression); and encrypting compressed data and forwarding the encrypted data to a VDA client 112.
[0038] When the VDA server 106 parses the RDP content received as part of the RDP data stream, the VDA server
106 can compute a hash value or hash key (for example, a 64-bit hash value/key) from each identified image or each
identified data packet included in the RDP data stream. The VDA server 106 can then search the memory cache 107
of the VDA server 106 for the computer hash value to determine whether any matching hash value is stored in the
memory cache 107. If a matching hash value is found, the VDA server 106 determines that the image or other packet
data corresponding to the hash value has previously been transmitted to the VDA client 112, and that the image data
or other packet data is stored in the memory cache 113 of the VDA client 112 at a location corresponding to the index
value of the location at which the matching hash value is found. The VDA server 106 then generates an altered RDP
data stream which includes, for each identified image or data packet, a cache header and, optionally, compressed image
data or packet data. If a hash value matching the computed hash value is found in the memory cache 107, the VDA
server 106 includes in the altered data stream a cache header including the cache command "CACHE_FETCH" followed
by the index value of the location in memory cache 107 at which the hash value was located. If no matching hash value
was found in memory cache 107, the VDA server 106 stores the computed hash value at a location corresponding to
an index value in memory cache 107, optionally compresses the image data (e.g., using a JPEG or TIFF compression
algorithm) or the packet data (e.g., using a ZIP compression algorithm), and includes in the altered data stream a cache
header including the command "CACHE_STORE", followed by the index value and the compressed image data or the
packet data. Finally, the VDA server 106 bulk compresses the altered RDP stream (e.g., using a zlib compression
algorithm) and encrypts the compressed stream to form the VDA data stream, and sends the VDA data stream to the
VDA client 112.

VDA System Processing and Signaling

[0039] FIG. 3 illustrates a simplified flow diagram of a process 300 for improving the bandwidth optimization of a
communication link using a VDA system, in accordance with various aspects of the subject technology. The process
may be used to provide an enriched user experience and an improved bandwidth usage on communication links using
the RDP protocol between a client machine 102 and a server machine 108.
[0040] The process 300 begins with operation 301, in which a VDA client 112 intercepts a connection between a RDP
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client 110 and a RDP server 104. In particular, the VDA client 112 may intercept a connection request transmitted by
the RDP client 110 for the RDP server 104. The connection request can include a network address for the RDP server
104 (or server 108), such as an IP address and an identification for a communication port of the RDP server 104. The
VDA client 112 may intercept the connection request initiated by the RDP client 110 by targeting a standard port (e.g.,
a RDP port) used by the RDP client 110 for establishing RDP communications. The connection request may be intercepted
to prevent a direct RDP connection from being established between the RDP client 110 and RDP server 104. The
connection request may further be intercepted to enable VDA client 112 to route communications between the RDP
client 110 and RDP server 104 through the VDA client 112 and VDA server 106, so as to proxy the RDP connection
and apply data caching (e.g., caching of packet data such as image data or other types of data) and other VDA methods
transparently without a user’s (or RDP client’s 110) knowledge.
[0041] In operation 303, the VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 negotiate connection parameters for a VDA connection,
and establish the VDA connection through the network(s) 114/118. In particular, VDA client 112 may retrieve from the
intercepted connection request the network address for the RDP server 104 (or server 108), and may try to establish a
connection with a VDA server 106 associated with the RDP server 104 (or running on or associated with server 108).
For example, VDA client 112 can send a connection request for establishing a VDA connection to the server 108 (e.g.,
to a predefined port of the server 108, such as a dedicated VDA port on which VDA server 106 is listening), to the VDA
server 106 associated with the network address of the RDP server 104, or to another appropriate entity.
[0042] If no VDA server 106 is present on the VDA port, associated with RDP server 104, and/or running on server
108, the VDA client 112 may not be able to establish a VDA connection with a VDA server. In such situations, the VDA
client 112 may receive a connection response message including failure (e.g., a NACK message) or may not receive a
connection response message within a determined time period. The VDA client 112 may determine that no VDA con-
nection can be established, and may forward the intercepted connection request message from RDP client 110 to the
RDP server 104 to enable a direct RDP connection to be established between the RDP client 110 and the RDP server 104.
[0043] If a VDA server 106 is present on the VDA port, associated with RDP server 104, and/or running on server
108, the VDA server 106 may send a connection response message (e.g., a connection acknowledgment ACK) to the
VDA client 112. The VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 may proceed to negotiate connection parameters for establishing
a VDA connection between each other. The connection parameters may include a memory cache size (e.g., sizes for
memory caches 107 and 113) and/or a version (or version number) or other details of the RDP protocol. Once the
connection parameters for the VDA connection are negotiated, a VDA connection is established between the VDA client
112 and VDA server 106.
[0044] The VDA server 106 will generally accept the connection request from the VDA client 112, and can store the
connection parameters (e.g., memory cache size and RDP protocol version details) for the VDA connection to the VDA
client 112. In response to establishing the VDA connection with the VDA client 112, the VDA server 106 may receive
from the VDA client 112 the RDP connection details included in the intercepted connection request, including the network
address of the RDP server 104 and/or communication port information for the RDP server 104. The VDA server 106
can send a connection request to the RDP server 104 at the indicated address or port. The connection request can
include the connection details provided by the VDA client, including the RDP protocol version details. If the RDP server
104 validates the connection request (e.g., if the connection parameters included in the request are valid and/or compatible
with the RDP server 104), the RDP server 104 can establish an RDP connection to the VDA server 106 and send a
connection acknowledgment message to the VDA server 106. The VDA server 106 may then have an active RDP
connection to the RDP server 104, and may be able to connect to the RDP server 104. The VDA server 106 may send
to the VDA client 112 a connection acknowledgement indicating that a RDP connection to the RDP server 104 has been
established and, in turn, the VDA client 112 may send a connection response to the RDP client 110 indicating that a
RDP connection has been established.
[0045] If the VDA server 106 is unable to establish a RDP connection to the RDP server 104, the VDA server may
send a failure response message (e.g., a NACK message) to the VDA client 112. In response to receiving the NACK
message, the VDA client 112 may either send a connection NACK message to the RDP client 110, or the VDA client
112 may forward the intercepted connection request message received from RDP client 110 to the RDP server 104 to
enable a direct RDP connection to be established between the RDP client 110 and RDP server 104.
[0046] Operation 303 may conclude with RDP connections being established between the RDP client 110 and the
VDA client 112 and between the VDA server 106 and the RDP server 104, and with a VDA connection being established
between the VDA client 112 and VDA server 106. In particular, if the RDP connections and VDA connection are suc-
cessfully established, the VDA client 112 may function as a proxy RDP server with respect to RDP client 110 and the
VDA server 106 may function as a proxy RDP client with respect to RDP server 104. However, if any of the RDP
connections or VDA connection cannot be established, a direct RDP connection between the RDP client 110 and RDP
server 104 may be established. As such, the VDA client 112 may be interoperable with servers 108 that do not have a
VDA server 106 by allowing a RDP connection to be established between the RDP client 110 and RDP server 104 when
any of the appropriate VDA and RDP connections cannot be established.
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[0047] In operation 305, the streaming of data begins from the RDP server 104. The data is streamed as an RDP data
stream from the RDP server 104 to the VDA server 106. The RDP data stream may follow the RDP protocol version
details communicated as part connection requests in operation 303. The VDA server 106 receives the RDP data stream
(or RDP stream) from the RDP server 104, and parses the received RDP stream. In particular, the VDA server 106 may
parse each protocol data unit (PDU) received as part of the RDP stream so as to identify image content (or, generally,
packet data content) included in the RDP stream. For each identified image (or PDU including image data, or data
packet) included in the RDP stream, the VDA server 106 retrieves the image (or packet data) and calculates a hash
value (e.g., a 64-bit hash value, or a value which may be referred to as a hash key) for the image (or packet data). The
hash value may also be referred to as a hash key, an image hash value, an image hash key, or an image key. For each
calculated hash value, the VDA server 106 searches the memory cache 107 for the hash value. The VDA server 106
may then perform one of three exemplary operations based on the results of the search for the hash value in the memory
cache 107.
[0048] First, if the hash value is not found in the memory cache 107, the VDA server 106 finds an appropriate location
in the memory cache 107 to store the hash value. For example, the hash value can be stored in an empty storage
location, or the hash value can be stored so as to overwrite data previously stored in a storage location. In one aspect,
the hash value is stored in the memory cache using a circular list such that the hash value is stored to overwrite the
oldest stored hash value. In another aspect, the hash value is stored using a least-recently-used algorithm such that the
hash value is stored to overwrite the stored hash value not having been used in the longest time. In yet another aspect,
the hash value is stored using another appropriate cache replacement algorithm. Once the hash value is stored in the
memory cache 107, the VDA server 106 identifies an index value indicative of the location at which the hash value is
stored in the memory cache 107. The image corresponding to the hash value is then compressed using an appropriate
image compression algorithm, for example by using a JPEG or TIFF compression having a selected compression mode
such as a visually lossy compression mode, a visually lossless compression mode, or a lossless compression mode.
Alternatively, the packet data can optionally be compressed using an appropriate compression algorithm, for example
a ZIP compression. The VDA server 106 then creates an altered RDP protocol data unit (PDU) which includes a cache
header preceding the compressed image data (or compressed packet data). The cache header includes the cache
command "CACHE_STORE" and the index value indicative of the location at which the hash value is stored in the
memory cache 107.
[0049] Second, if the hash value is found in the memory cache 107, the VDA server 106 retrieves the index value of
the memory location at which the hash value is stored. The VDA server 106 then creates an altered RDP PDU including
a cache header having the cache command "CACHE_FETCH" followed by the retrieved index value. In general, an
altered RDP PDU having the cache header command "CACHE FETCH" does not include image data (or packet data)
or compressed image data (or compressed packet data).
[0050] Third, if the VDA server 106 encounters an error with the memory cache 107, determines that the memory
cache 107 has been corrupted, determines that the memory cache 107 is out of synchronization with a corresponding
memory cache 113 on the associated VDA client 112, and/or receives an error indicating that the memory cache 113
is out of memory, the VDA server 106 can disable data caching by sending an altered RDP PDU including a cache
header having the cache command "CACHE_FLUSH". In general, the VDA server 106 compresses the image data
using an appropriate image compression algorithm (or, optionally, compresses the packet data), and creates an altered
RDP protocol data unit (PDU) which includes the cache header and the compressed image data (or the packet data).
The cache header includes the cache command "CACHE_FLUSH" followed by two bytes set to 0.
[0051] In operation 305, the VDA server 106 thus receives and parses a received RDP data stream to create an altered
RDP stream in which PDUs including image data (or packet data) are replaced with altered PDUs. Portions of the RDP
stream (e.g., PDUs) that do not include image data (or packet data) may remain substantially intact and unmodified in
the altered RDP stream. Each altered PDU includes one of: a cache command "CACHE_STORE", an index value, and
compressed image data (or packet data); a cache command "CACHE_FETCH" and an index value; or a cache command
"CACHE_FLUSH" and compressed image data (or packet data).
[0052] In operation 307, the VDA server 106 applies bulk compression to the altered RDP stream, such as compression
using a compression algorithm or library such as zlib, or another appropriate compression algorithm or library. The VDA
server 106 then encrypts the compressed altered RDP stream using an appropriate encryption algorithm, to ensure the
security of the encrypted stream. The VDA server 106 may then transmit the encrypted, compressed, and altered RDP
stream as a VDA data stream (or VDA stream) to the VDA client 112.
[0053] In operation 309, the altered RDP stream is transmitted as a VDA data stream by the VDA server 106 to the
VDA client 112 through the network(s) 114/118, and is received by the VDA client 112. Because of the data caching
and compression used, the VDA data stream output by the VDA server 106 may occupy substantially less bandwidth
than the RDP data stream received by the VDA server 106. The VDA data stream may therefore occupy substantially
less bandwidth as it is transmitted through network(s) 114/118 than an equivalent RDP data stream would have occupied.
[0054] In operation 311, the VDA client 112 having received the encrypted, compressed, and altered RDP stream
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(i.e., the VDA data stream) decrypts the received data stream, and bulk decompresses the decrypted stream. The
decryption and decompression are performed by using decryption and decompression methods complementary to the
encryption and compression methods used in operation 307.
[0055] The VDA client 112 then proceeds to parse and reconstruct the altered RDP stream in operation 313. In
particular, the VDA client 112 may parse each protocol data unit (PDU) received as part of the altered RDP stream so
as to identify PDUs that contain image content (or packet data content). The PDUs containing image content (or packet
data content) may correspond to the altered PDUs created in operation 305 and each including a cache header. For
each identified PDU containing image content (or packet data content) included in the altered RDP stream, the VDA
client 112 may retrieve and process the cache header and any associated image data (or packet data). The VDA client
112 performs one of three exemplary operations based on the retrieved cache header.
[0056] First, if the cache header includes the cache command "CACHE_STORE", the VDA client 112 retrieves the
index value and the compressed image data (or packet data) included in the PDU. The VDA client 112 decompresses
the image data using an appropriate image decompression algorithm, for example by using a JPEG or TIFF decom-
pression having a decompression mode (e.g., visually lossy, visually lossless, or lossless) corresponding to the com-
pression algorithm and mode used in operation 305. The VDA client 112 stores the decompressed image data (or packet
data) at a location in memory cache 113 corresponding to the retrieved index value. The VDA client 112 further recon-
structs a RDP PDU including the decompressed image data (or packet data).
[0057] Second, if the cache header includes the cache command "CACHE_FETCH", the VDA client 112 retrieves the
index value including in the PDU. The VDA client 112 then retrieves from the memory cache 113 image data (or packet
data) stored in a location corresponding to the retrieved index value, and reconstructs a RDP PDU including the retrieved
image data (or packet data).
[0058] Third, if the cache header includes the cache command "CACHE_FLUSH", the VDA client 112 flushes (i.e.,
empties, clears, or deletes contents of) the memory cache 113. The VDA client 112 further resets the memory cache
113. The VDA client 112 retrieves the compressed image data (or packet data) included in the PDU, and decompresses
the image data using an appropriate image decompression algorithm. The VDA client 112 further reconstructs a RDP
PDU including the decompressed image data (or packet data).
[0059] The VDA client 112 may thus reconstruct an RDP stream based on the decompressed altered RDP stream
and the reconstructed RDP PDUs. In particular, the VDA client 112 may reconstruct the RDP stream by using the
decompressed altered RDP stream, and by replacing each PDU identified as containing image content (or packet data
content) with a reconstructed RDP PDU including decompressed image data (or packet data).
[0060] The VDA client 112 transmits the reconstructed RDP stream to the RDP client 110. For this purpose, the VDA
client 112 may function as a proxy RDP server with respect to the RDP client 110, and may transmit to the RDP client
110 an RDP stream that is substantially identical to the RDP stream transmitted by the RDP server 104 to the VDA
server 106.
[0061] Operations 305 through 313 may be performed substantially continuously as long as an RDP data stream is
received by VDA server 106 for transmission to RDP client 110. The operations 305-313 may alternatively be performed
repeatedly or intermittently as RDP data is received from RDP server 104.
[0062] In operation 315, the VDA connection between VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 is disconnected. The VDA
client 112 or VDA server 106 can be disconnected, for example, in response to receiving a disconnect request from the
RDP client 110 or the RDP server 104. In response to receiving a disconnect request, the VDA client 112 and/or VDA
server 106 disconnect the VDA connection, clear all cache data from the memory caches 113 and 107, and send
disconnection requests to each other.
[0063] As described in relation to operation 305, the VDA server 106 creates an altered RDP stream in which each
PDU in the RDP stream that includes image data (or, more generally, packet data) is modified or altered. For example,
the VDA server 106 may receive a RDP data stream such as the following:

[0064] The VDA server may parse the received RDP data stream to produce an altered RDP data stream in which
each RDP PDU that includes image data (or packet data) is replaced by a cache header and, optionally, image data (or
packet data), as shown in the following:

[0065] The cache header can have a length of 3 bytes, and can have a structure including a cache command (e.g.,
"CACHE_STORE", "CACHE_FETCH", or "CACHE_FLUSH") and a cache index, as shown in the following:

... RDP Stream Data ... RDP PDU including image data (or packet data) ... RDP Stream Data ...

... RDP Stream Data ... Cache Header Image Data or packet data (optional) ... RDP Stream Data ...
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[0066] As a result, the altered RDP data stream may have any of the following structures depending on the cache
command included in the cache header:

[0067] The process 300 results in the memory caches 107 and 113 respectively storing hash values and image data
(or packet data). In particular, the memory cache 107 can store hash values only, and may generally not store image
data (or packet data). Conversely, memory cache 113 can store image data (or packet data) only, and may generally
not store hash values. Each storage location in the memory cache 107 may have an associated index value, and each
index value may have an associated (or corresponding) storage location in the memory cache 113. When the memory
caches 107 and 113 are in synchronization, each storage location in memory cache 107 storing a hash value and having
an index value has a corresponding storage location in memory cache 113 having the same index value and storing
image data (or packet data) that corresponds to the stored hash value.
[0068] FIG. 4 illustrates a simplified signal timing diagram 400, in accordance with various aspects of the subject
technology. The signal timing diagram 400 shows signals exchanged between the RDP client 110, VDA client 112, VDA
server 106, and RDP server 104 in establishing a VDA communication connection session between RDP client 110 and
RDP server 104 and streaming data therebetween.
[0069] The signal timing diagram 400 begins with the RDP client 110 transmitting a connection request for the RDP
server 104 in operation 401. The VDA client 112 intercepts the connection request transmitted by RDP client 110 in
operation 403 and, in response to intercepting the connection request, transmits a connection request for a VDA server
associated with the RDP server 104 identified in the intercepted connection request (operation 405). If a VDA server
106 associated with the RDP server 104 is located, the VDA server 106 and VDA client 112 negotiate connection
parameters for and establish a VDA connection in operation 407. Meanwhile, the VDA server 106 may send a connection
request to the RDP server 104 identified in the intercepted connection request (operation 409). If the VDA server 106
is successful in establishing a connection with RDP server 104, the RDP server transmits a connection acknowledgement
message to the VDA server 106 in operation 411. In response to receiving the connection acknowledgement message,
the VDA server 106 sends a connection acknowledgement message to the VDA client 112 which, in turn, can send a
connection acknowledgement message to the RDP client 110.
[0070] Once RDP connections are established between RDP server 104 and VDA server 106 and between VDA client
112 and RDP client 110, and once a VDA connection is established between VDA server 106 and VDA client 112, the
data streaming can begin. In operation 415, the RDP server 104 begins streaming of an RDP data stream to the VDA
server 106. The VDA server 106 receives the stream, and parses, compresses and encrypts the received RDP stream
into a VDA stream in operation 417. The VDA server 106 then transmits the VDA stream to the VDA client 112 in operation
419. The VDA client 112 decrypts, decompresses, and parses the VDA stream in operation 421 to reconstruct a RDP
stream in operation 421, and the RDP stream is transmitted to the RDP client in operation 423.
[0071] The VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 (generally referenced as VDA system 200), as described in relation
to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4, can thus provide improved bandwidth optimization for RDP.
[0072] In particular, the VDA system 200 can minimize the bandwidth usage for transmitting an RDP data stream
including image data (or packet data) through a network 114/118 by using improved compression methods, including
the use of image compression algorithms having higher compression ratios (e.g., JPEG, TIFF) and/or data compression
algorithms (e.g., ZIP); the use of image compression algorithms having different compression modes that may be selected
to optimize image compression depending on the desired end-user experience (e.g., use of visually lossy, visually
lossless, and lossless compression modes); the use of bulk data compression methods, libraries, and algorithms (e.g.,
zlib) to further improve the overall compression ratio of the transmitted data; and the like. By using multiple compression
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methods at the same time, the VDA system 200 can increase the overall compression efficiency of the system. The
VDA system 200 can further minimize network bandwidth usage by using image and packet data caching to reduce the
transmission of duplicative image data (or packet data) through the network(s) 114/118 between the VDA server 106
and the VDA client 112.
[0073] The VDA system 200 can perform the bandwidth optimization while minimizing the computational load on the
VDA server 106 and the VDA client 112. For instance, the VDA system 200 reduces the computational load required
for encoding and decoding of images (or packet data) by obviating the need to repeatedly encode and decode images
(or packet data) that are repeated within a data stream, and by instead encoding each image (or packet data) a single
time in the VDA server 106, transmitting the encoded image (or packet data) to the VDA client 112, decoding the image
(or packet data) a single time in the VDA client 112, and storing the decoded image (or packet data) in the memory
cache 113 such that the image (or packet data) can be used again without requiring any further encoding or decoding.
Additionally, by storing hash values in the memory cache 107 of the VDA server 106, and corresponding image data
(or packet data) at corresponding index locations in the memory cache 113 of the VDA client 112, the hash value
calculation need only be performed on the VDA server 106, thus reducing the amount of computation (or number of
CPU cycles) required on the VDA client 112.
[0074] The VDA system 200 presents the further advantage of having a centralized control by the VDA server 106 of
both memory caches 107 and 113 respectively located on the VDA server 106 and VDA client 112. The centralized
control of the memory caches by the VDA server 106 allows the VDA client 112 to perform cache commands received
from the VDA server 106, so as to minimize the chances of the memory caches 107 and 113 going out of synchronization.
The VDA system 200 further provides encryption of data transferred over the network(s) 114/118 to ensure the security
of the RDP stream data being transmitted to the RDP client 110 through the network(s). Finally, the VDA system 200
provides a method for improving the bandwidth optimization of a RDP connection that is transparent to users. The VDA
system 100 also provides a method that improves the users’ experience seamlessly through the interception and proxying
of a normal RDP connection.

VDA Client Processing

[0075] FIG. 5 illustrates a flow diagram of a process 500 in a VDA client 112 for improving the bandwidth optimization
of a communication link using VDA, in accordance with various aspects of the subject technology. The process may be
used by a VDA client 112 to initiate a VDA connection and provide VDA services to a RDP client 110.
[0076] The process 500 begins with operation 503, in which the VDA client 112 monitors the RDP client 110 of the
client device 102 and waits for the RDP client 110 to transmit a connection request for an RDP server 104. When the
RDP client 110 transmits a connection request, the VDA client 112 intercepts the connection request. In operation 505,
the VDA client 112 determines whether the RDP connection associated with the intercepted connection request should
be accelerated. The determination may involve retrieving from the intercepted connection request information including
an IP address for the RDP server 104 (or server 108), an identification for a communication port of the RDP server 104
(or server 108), an RDP protocol version number, or the like. The determination may involve determining whether the
RDP connection should be accelerated based on the retrieved information. The determination may further involve de-
termining whether a VDA server 106 is associated with the RDP server 104 (or server 108) identified in the connection
request. If the VDA client 112 determines that the RDP connection should not be accelerated, the VDA client 112
proceeds in operation 511 not to accelerate the RDP connection and to forward the intercepted connection request
directly to the RDP server 104 identified in the connection request such that the RDP server 104 and RDP client 110
can establish a direct RDP connection.
[0077] If the VDA client 112 determines that the RDP connection should be accelerated, the VDA client 112 proceeds
in operation 507 to initiate a connection to a VDA server 106. The VDA client 112 may send a VDA connection request
to the VDA server 106 determined to be associated with RDP server 104 (or server 108) identified in the intercepted
connection request. The VDA connection request may include the IP address for the RDP server 104 (or server 108),
the RDP server communication port information, or the like. The VDA connection request may further include VDA
connection parameters such as a memory cache size (e.g., sizes for memory caches 107 and/or 113) and/or a version
(or version number) or other details of the RDP protocol. If the VDA client 112 is unable to establish the VDA connection
(operation 509), the VDA client 112 proceeds in operation 511 not to accelerate the RDP connection and to forward the
intercepted connection request directly to the RDP server 104 identified in the connection request such that the RDP
server 104 and RDP client 110 can establish a direct RDP connection. However, if the VDA client 112 is able to establish
a VDA connection with the VDA server 106 (operation 509), the VDA client proceeds to operation 513.
[0078] In operation 513, the VDA client 112 waits to receive a VDA stream through the established VDA connection.
Once the VDA client 112 begins receiving a VDA stream from the VDA server 106, the VDA client 112 decrypts and
bulk decompresses the VDA stream. In operation 514, the VDA client 112 further parses the decrypted and uncompressed
stream, and identifies (or looks for) image data (or packet data, such as text data, RDP headers or control packets, or
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binary data blocks) and cache headers in the parsed stream.
[0079] In operation 515, a processing path is chosen based on the identified cache header. Any portion of the parsed
stream that does not pertain to image data (or, more generally, packet data from a VDA stream) and does not have an
associated cache header remains in a stream that is transmitted to the local RDP client 110 in operation 525. However,
for any portion of the parsed stream that has the cache header "CACHE_STORE", the VDA client 112 retrieves the
image data (or packet data) accompanying the cache header in operation 517, and decompresses the image data
according to an appropriate decompression method (e.g., JPEG, TIFF) and decompression mode (e.g., visually lossy,
visually lossless, or lossless). The VDA client 112 further retrieves the index value from the cache header in operation
519, and stores the decompressed image data (or packet data) at a location in the memory cache 113 associated with
the retrieved index value. Finally, the VDA client 112 removes the cache header from the stream, and feeds the stream
including the decompressed image data (or packet data) to the RDP client 110 in operation 525.
[0080] For any portion of the parsed stream that has the cache header "CACHE_FLUSH", the VDA client flushes the
memory cache 113 and storage locations in operation 521. The VDA client 112 then retrieves the image data (or packet
data) accompanying the cache header in operation 522, and decompresses the image data according to an appropriate
decompression mode (e.g., visually lossy, visually lossless, or lossless) or decompresses the packet data. Finally, the
VDA client 112 removes the cache header from the stream, and feeds the stream including the decompressed image
data (or packet data) to the RDP client 110 in operation 525.
[0081] For any portion of the parsed stream that has the cache header "CACHE FETCH", the VDA client 112 retrieves
the index value from the cache header in operation 523, and retrieves from the memory cache 113 the image data (or
packet data) stored at the location associated with the retrieved index value. The VDA client then places the retrieved
image data (or packet data) into the data stream. Finally, the VDA client 112 removes the cache header from the stream,
and feeds the stream including the retrieved image or packet data to the RDP client 110 in operation 525.
[0082] Following operation 525, the VDA client determines whether the VDA client 112 is disconnected from the VDA
server 106 (operation 527). If the VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 are connected, operation loops back to operation
514 to process a next part of the VDA stream. Alternatively, operation may loop back to operation 513 to receive more
data from the VDA stream. If the VDA client 112 and VDA server 106 are disconnected, or if the VDA client 112 has
received a disconnection request from either the RDP client 110 or VDA server 106, the VDA client 112 disconnects
from the VDA server 106 and RDP client 110 and the procedure 500 ends at operation 529.

VDA Server Processing

[0083] FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram of a process 600 in a VDA server 106 for improving the bandwidth optimization
of a communication link using RDP, in accordance with various aspects of the subject technology. The process may be
used by a VDA server 106 to process a RDP stream received from a RDP server 104 for transmission as a VDA stream
to a VDA client 112.
[0084] The process 600 begins with operation 603, in which the VDA server 106 waits for a connection from a VDA
client 112. For example, the VDA server 106 may wait to receive a connection request to establish a VDA connection
from a VDA client 112. When a connection request is received, the VDA server 106 determines whether the connection
should be accepted in operation 605. The VDA connection request may include an IP address for a RDP server 104 (or
server 108), a RDP server 104 (or server 108) communication port information, or the like. The VDA connection request
may further include VDA connection parameters such as a memory cache size (e.g., size for memory caches 107 and/or
113) and/or a version (or version number) or other details of the RDP protocol. The VDA server 106 may base the
determination of whether the connection should be accepted based on the identity of the VDA client 112 from which the
connection request was received, based on whether the IP address and port information for the RDP server included
in the connection request correspond to an RDP server 104 (or server 108) associated with the VDA server 106, based
on whether an RDP protocol version number included in the connection request is supported by the VDA server 106,
based on whether the VDA server 106 has sufficient storage space available in the memory cache 107 to accommodate
the requested memory cache size, and/or based on other appropriate criteria. If the VDA connection is not accepted,
the VDA server 106 rejects the connection by transmitting a failure code to the VDA client 112 in operation 607. The
failure code may indicate a reason for which the connection was rejected.
[0085] If the VDA connection is accepted, the VDA server 106 proceeds in operation 609 to establish a connection to
the RDP server 104 specified in the received connection request. The VDA server 106 may send a connection request
message to the RDP server 104 at the IP address and/or port indicated in the connection request, the connection request
further indicating the RDP version number received from the VDA client 112. If the RDP server 104 does not accept the
connection (operation 611), or if a connection with the RDP server 104 cannot be established for any other reason, the
VDA server 106 transmits a failure code to the VDA client 112 in operation 607.
[0086] Once the connection to the RDP server 104 is successfully established (operation 611), the VDA server 106
can begin receiving a RDP data stream from the RDP server 104. The VDA server 106 receives a RDP stream from the
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RDP server 104 in operation 613, and parses the RDP stream to identify and retrieve image data (or packet data) from
the stream. Any portions of the RDP stream that do not include image data (or packet data) may remain unaltered in
the RDP stream, and may be bulk compressed and encrypted in operation 629. For any portions of the RDP stream
that include image data (or packet data), the image data (or packet data) is checked in operation 615, and a hash value
(or hash key) is calculated for each image in the image data (or data packet in the packet data).
[0087] For each calculated hash value, the VDA server 106 searches the memory cache 107 for the hash value, and
determines whether the hash value is stored in or can be found in the memory cache in operation 617. If the hash value
is found, the VDA server 106 retrieves (or loads) an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache 107 at
which the hash value was found (operation 619). The VDA server 106 then replaces the image data (or packet data)
corresponding to the hash value in the RDP stream with the cache header "CACHE FETCH" followed by the retrieved
index value (operation 621), to produce an altered RDP stream. The altered RDP stream is then bulk compressed, the
compressed stream is encrypted, and the compressed encrypted stream is sent as an accelerated VDA stream to the
VDA client 112 in operation 629.
[0088] If the hash value calculated in operation 615 is not found in the memory cache 107, the VDA server 106
determines a location for storing the calculated hash value in the memory cache 107, and stores the hash value at the
determined location in operation 623. The VDA server 106 then compresses the image data using an appropriate
compression method (e.g., JPEG or TIFF compression) and compression mode (e.g., visually lossy, visually lossless,
or lossless) in operation 625. The VDA server 106 may alternatively compress the packet data using an appropriate
compression method. The VDA server 106 then replaces the image data (or packet data) corresponding to the hash
value in the RDP stream with the cache header "CACHE_STORE", an index value indicative of the storage location
storing the hash key calculated in operation 615, and the compressed image data (or packet data), to produce an altered
RDP stream (operation 627). The altered RDP stream is then bulk compressed, the compressed stream is encrypted,
and the compressed encrypted stream is sent as an accelerated VDA stream to the VDA client 112 in operation 629.
[0089] The operations 615-629 may be repeated for each image in the image data (and/or for each packet of packet
data) received as part of the RDP stream. Once all of the image data (and/or packet data) has been processed, the VDA
server 106 determines whether the VDA server 106 is disconnected from the VDA client 112 or RDP server 104 (operation
631). If the VDA server 106 and VDA client 112 are connected, operation loops back to operation 613 to continue
processing the received RDP stream. Alternatively, operation may loop back to operation 615 to process more image
data (or packet data) from the received RDP stream. If the VDA server 106 and VDA client 112 are disconnected, if the
VDA server 106 and RDP server 104 are disconnected, or if the VDA server 106 has received a disconnection request
from either the RDP server 104 or VDA client 112, the VDA server 106 disconnects from the VDA client 112 and RDP
server 104 and the procedure 600 ends at operation 633.

Example of Performance Measurements

[0090] The VDA systems described herein can be used to provide improved bandwidth optimization for RDP sessions.
The following table shows improved bandwidth optimization measurements obtained in two different use cases.
[0091] The table presents a first use case in which the content streamed over RDP consists of a Microsoft PowerPoint
presentation including 20 slides. Using a normal RDP connection between a RDP client and a RDP server, the streaming
in the first use case amounted to a total transfer of 30.9 megabytes of data. Using a VDA connection, however, the
streaming in the first use case amounted to a total of 3.0 megabytes using visually lossy compression (corresponding
to a 90% reduction in bandwidth usage as compared to the normal RDP connection), 10.3 megabytes using visually
lossless compression (corresponding to a 67% reduction in bandwidth usage), and 13.3 megabytes using lossless
compression (corresponding to a 57% reduction in bandwidth usage).
[0092] The table presents a second use case in which the content streamed over RDP consists of a full screen video
of length 2 minutes and 3 seconds from the website youtube.com and shown in a Firefox web browser. Using a normal
RDP connection between a RDP client and a RDP server, the streaming in the second use case amounted to a total
transfer of 62.5 megabytes of data. Using a VDA connection, however, the streaming in the second use case amounted
to a total of 43.0 megabytes using visually lossy compression (corresponding to a 31% reduction in bandwidth usage
as compared to the normal RDP connection), 61.7 megabytes using visually lossless compression (corresponding to a
1.3% reduction in bandwidth usage), and 59.9 megabytes using lossless compression (corresponding to a 4.2% reduction
in bandwidth usage). While the measurements in the second use case show less pronounced improvements in bandwidth
utilization, the user experience in the second use case is improved or enriched as the video transmitted using a VDA
connection exhibits little or no skipping of video frames and smoother transition than the video transmitted using the
normal RDP connection.
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[0093] The measurements presented in the table above were obtained in a network having a network latency of 150ms,
using a client device 102 running a Microsoft Windows XP SP3 operating system and a server 108 running a Microsoft
Windows Server 2003 SP2 operating system, and using RDP protocol version 6.1. The measurements in the table do
not include the transport such as UDP/TCP, IP and Ethernet headers, since the data compression and optimization
performed using the VDA system 200 does not affect the transport overheads. The measurements in the table could
rely on various transport protocols for operation, including the TCP or UDP Plus protocols. The Normal RDP condition
reported in the table correspond to an RDP transmission with RDP compression on (or enabled), while the accelerated
RDP stream using VDA uses zlib bulk compression, image compression using JPEG, and data caching.

Example of Computing Device

[0094] FIG. 7 is a conceptual block diagram illustrating an example of a computing device.
[0095] In one aspect, a computing device 700 may be, for example, a client device 102, an RDP client 110, a VDA
client 112, a server 108, a RDP server 104, or a VDA server 106, a portion thereof and/or a combination thereof. A
computing device may comprise one or more computing devices.
[0096] A computing device 700 may include a processing system 702. A processing system may include one or more
processors. The processing system 702 is capable of communication with a receiver 706 and a transmitter 708 through
a bus 704 or other structures or devices. It should be understood that communication means other than busses can be
utilized with the disclosed configurations. The processing system 702 can generate a data stream to be provided to the
transmitter 708 for communication. In addition, a data stream can be received at the receiver 706, and processed by
the processing system 702. A processor may include one or more processors.
[0097] The processing system 702 may include a general-purpose processor or a specific-purpose processor for
executing instructions and may further include a machine-readable medium 719 for storing data and/or instructions for
software programs. The instructions, which may be stored in a machine-readable medium 710 and/or 719, are executable
by the processing system 702 to communicate over various networks and communication connections or sessions, as
well as provide other communication and processing functions. The instructions may also include instructions executable
by the processing system 702 for various user interface devices, such as a display 712 and a keypad 714. The processing
system 702 may include an input port 722 and an output port 724. Each of the input port 722 and the output port 724
may include one or more ports. The input port 722 and the output port 724 may be the same port (e.g., a bi-directional
port) or may be different ports.
[0098] The processing system 702 may be implemented using software, hardware, or a combination of both. By way
of example, the processing system 702 may be implemented with one or more processors. A processor may be a
general-purpose microprocessor, a microcontroller, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), a programmable logic device (PLD), a controller, a state machine,
gated logic, discrete hardware components, and/or any other suitable device that can perform calculations or other
manipulations of information. Those skilled in the art will recognize how best to implement the described functionality
for the processing system 702.
[0099] Software shall be construed broadly to mean instructions, data, or any combination thereof, whether referred
to as software, firmware, middleware, microcode, hardware description language, or otherwise. Instructions may include
code (e.g., in source code format, binary code format, executable code format, or any other suitable format of code).
Instructions may be executable, for example, by a computing device (e.g., a client device or a server) or by a processing
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system (e.g., a processing system of a client device or a server). Instructions can be, for example, a computer program
including code.
[0100] A machine-readable medium can be one or more machine-readable media. A machine-readable medium (e.g.,
710) may include storage external to a processing system, such as a random access memory (RAM), a flash memory,
a read only memory (ROM), a programmable read-only memory (PROM), an erasable PROM (EPROM), registers, a
hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, a DVD, or any other suitable storage device. A machine-readable medium
(e.g., 710) may include a memory cache. A machine-readable medium 719 may also have a volatile memory and a non-
volatile memory. A machine-readable medium 719 may include storage integrated into a processing system, such as
might be the case with an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). A memory may be a machine-readable medium
(e.g., 710 or 719) or a part thereof.
[0101] According to one aspect of the disclosure, a machine-readable medium is a computer-readable medium encoded
or stored with instructions and is a computing element, which defines structural and functional interrelationships between
the instructions and the rest of the computing device, which permit the instructions’ functionality to be realized. In one
aspect, a machine-readable medium is a non-transitory machine-readable medium, a machine-readable storage medium,
or a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium. In one aspect, a machine-readable medium is a computer-
readable medium, a non-transitory computer-readable medium, a computer-readable storage medium, or a non-transitory
computer-readable storage medium.
[0102] An interface 716 may be any type of interface and may reside between any of the components shown in FIG.
7. An interface 716 may also be, for example, an interface to the outside world (e.g., a network interface, or an Internet
network interface). A transceiver block 707 may represent one or more transceivers, and each transceiver may include
a receiver 706 and a transmitter 708. A functionality implemented in a processing system 702 may be implemented in
a portion of a receiver 706, a portion of a transmitter 708, a portion of a machine-readable medium 710, a portion of a
display 712, a portion of a keypad 714, or a portion of an interface 716, and vice versa. In one aspect, a computing
device may include only some or all of the elements shown in FIG. 7. A computing device may include other elements
not shown in FIG. 7. A computing device may include more than one of the same elements.

VDA System Components

[0103] FIG. 8A illustrates a simplified block diagram of a client device 102, in accordance with various aspects of the
subject technology. A client device 102 may comprise some or all of the following: an intercept module 803, a decryption
and decompression module 805, a parse and reconstruct RDP stream module 807, a VDA connection module 809, a
receive/transmit module 810, a disconnect module 811, a RDP client module 821, an operating system module 826,
and hardware components 828. In some aspects, the intercept module 803, the decryption and decompression module
805, the parse and reconstruct RDP stream module 807, the VDA connection module 809, the receive/transmit module
810, and the disconnect module 811 may be part of a VDA client component 112. In some aspects, the RDP client
module 821 may be part of a RDP client component 110. The modules and/or components of the client device 102 may
be in communication with one another. In some aspects, the hardware components 828 may comprise various interface
and storage devices, and the modules of client device 102 are further in communication with the various interface and
storage devices via a system bus. The interface devices may include user interface devices such as one or more output
devices (e.g., one or more of a display, a speaker, or other audio, image or video output devices) and one or more input
devices (e.g., one or more of a keyboard, a mouse, a trackball, a microphone, a stylus, a touch screen, a touch pad, a
pen, a tablet, or other audio, image or video input devices). The modules may also be in communication with the public
network 118 or the corporate network 114 via a network connection.
[0104] In a preferred embodiment, the modules (e.g., 803 through 811, 821, and 826) are implemented in software
(e.g., subroutines and code). In another embodiment, some or all of the modules may be implemented in hardware (e.g.,
an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), a Programmable Logic
Device (PLD), a controller, a state machine, gated logic, discrete hardware components, or any other suitable devices)
and/or a combination of both. Additional features and functions of these modules according to various aspects of the
present disclosure are further described in the disclosure.
[0105] In one example, a specialized VDA client device may comprise the operating system module 826 and some
or all of the following: modules 803, 805, 807, 809, 810, and 811. In another example, a specialized RDP client device
may comprise the operating system module 826 and the RDP client module 821. In another example, a client device
102 may comprise the operating system module 826 and some or all of the following: modules 803, 805, 807, 809, 810,
811, 821, and 830.
[0106] According to some approaches, to provide virtual desktop acceleration services, a client device 102 may need
to use VDA system 200. A RDP client module may send a connection request for a RDP server, and an intercept module
may intercept the connection request. A VDA connection module may attempt to establish a connection to a VDA server
and, once the connection is established, a receive module may receive a VDA data stream. A decryption and decom-
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pression module may decrypt and decompress the VDA data stream, and a parse and reconstruct RDP stream module
may parse and reconstruct an RDP stream based from the decompress VDA data stream. A transmit module may
transmit the reconstructed RDP stream to the RDP client module. Once the streaming is complete, a disconnect module
may close the connection to the VDA server.
[0107] FIG. 8B illustrates a simplified block diagram of a server 108, in accordance with various aspects of the subject
technology. A server 108 may comprise some or all of the following: a VDA connection module 813, a receive/transmit
module 814, a disconnect module 815, a parse RDP stream module 817, a compression and encryption module 819,
a RDP server module 823, an operating system module 826, and hardware components 828. In some aspects, the VDA
connection module 813, the receive/transmit module 814, the disconnect module 815, the parse RDP stream module
817, and the compression and encryption module 819 may be part of a VDA server component 106. In some aspects,
the RDP server module 823 may be part of a RDP server component 104. The modules and/or components of the client
device 102 may be in communication with one another. In some aspects, the hardware components 828 may comprise
various interface and storage devices, and the modules of server 108 are further in communication with the various
interface and storage devices via a system bus. The modules may also be in communication with the public network
118 or the corporate network 114 via a network connection.
[0108] In a preferred embodiment, the modules (e.g., 813 through 819, 823, and 826) are implemented in software
(e.g., subroutines and code). In another embodiment, some or all of the modules may be implemented in hardware (e.g.,
an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), a Programmable Logic
Device (PLD), a controller, a state machine, gated logic, discrete hardware components, or any other suitable devices)
and/or a combination of both. Additional features and functions of these modules according to various aspects of the
present disclosure are further described in the disclosure.
[0109] In one example, a specialized VDA server may comprise the operating system module 826 and some or all of
the following: modules 813, 814, 815, 817, and 819. In another example, a specialized RDP server may comprise the
operating system module 826 and the RDP server module 823. In another example, a server 108 may comprise the
operating system module 826 and some or all of the following: modules 813, 814, 815, 817, 819, 823, and 830.
[0110] According to some approaches, to provide virtual desktop acceleration services, a server 108 may need to use
a VDA system 200. A VDA connection module may receive a connection request for a VDA client 112, and may establish
a connection with the VDA client 112. The VDA connection module may send a connection request to the RDP server
module, and establish a connection with the RDP server module. A receive module may receive a RDP data stream
from the RDP server module. A parse RDP stream module may parse the RDP stream and generate an altered RDP
stream. A compression and encryption module may compress and encrypt the altered RDP stream as a VDA stream,
and a transmit module may transmit the VDA stream to the VDA client 112. Once the streaming is complete, a disconnect
module may close the connection to the VDA client 112.

Illustration of Subject Technology as Clauses

[0111] Illustration of method/apparatus/machine readable storage medium for processing a first data stream received
from a remote server to generate a second data stream conforming to a remote desktop protocol (RDP), or for processing
a third data stream conforming to the RDP to stream a fourth data stream to a remote client device (described as clauses)
[0112] Various examples of aspects of the disclosure are described as numbered clauses (1, 2, 3, etc.) for convenience.
These are provided as examples, and do not limit the subject technology. Identifications of the figures and reference
numbers are provided below merely as examples and for illustrative purposes, and the clauses are not limited by those
identifications.

1. A method (see, e.g., 900-A in FIG. 9A) for processing a first data stream received from a remote server to generate
a second data stream conforming to a remote desktop protocol (RDP), the method comprising:

facilitating processing of the first data stream received from the remote server to retrieve package data units
(PDUs) associated with packet data (see, e.g., 902-A in FIG. 9A),
wherein each PDU associated with packet data has a header including an index value related to the packet
data and indicative of a storage location;
in response to receiving a first PDU including first packet data, the method comprising:

facilitating decompression of the first packet data using a decompression algorithm (see, e.g., 904-A in
FIG. 9A); and
facilitating storage of the decompressed first packet data in a location of a memory cache corresponding
to the index value included in the header of the first PDU (see, e.g., 906-A in FIG. 9A);
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in response to receiving a second PDU, facilitating retrieval of second packet data from a location of the memory
cache corresponding to the index value included in the header of the second PDU (see, e.g., 908-A in FIG. 9A);
facilitating generation of the second data stream conforming to the RDP and including the decompressed first
packet data and the retrieved second packet data (see, e.g., 910-A in FIG. 9A); and
facilitating streaming of the generated second data stream conforming to the RDP to a local client (see, e.g.,
912-A in FIG. 9A).

2. The method of clause 1, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, the method comprises:

facilitating interception of a connection request transmitted from the local client to establish a streaming con-
nection conforming to the RDP with the remote server, the connection request identifying the remote server; and
in response to facilitating interception of the connection request, facilitating establishment of a streaming con-
nection with the remote server identified in the connection request to receive the first data stream from the
remote server.

3. The method of clause 1, wherein the first data stream does not conform to the RDP.

4. The method of clause 1, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, the method comprises:

facilitating decryption of the first data stream received from the remote server; and
facilitating bulk decompression of the decrypted first data stream, following the facilitating decryption of the first
data stream,
wherein the facilitating generation of the second data stream comprises facilitating generation of the second
data stream including the decompressed first packet data, the retrieved second packet data, and at least one
PDU, from the bulk decompressed decrypted first data stream, that is not associated with packet data.

5. The method of clause 1, wherein the first packet data is first image data, and wherein the facilitating decompression
of the first packet data comprises facilitating decompression of the first image data using a JPEG image decom-
pression algorithm having one of a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless decompression mode.

6. A method (see, e.g., 1000-A in FIG. 10A) for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote desktop
protocol (RDP) to stream a second data stream to a remote client device, the method comprising:

facilitating processing of the first data stream conforming to the RDP to identify package data units (PDUs)
including packet data and, for each PDU including packet data, to calculate a hash value from the packet data
(see, e.g., 1002-A in FIG. 10A);
facilitating a search, in a memory cache storing hash values, for a stored hash value matching the hash value
calculated from the packet data, for each PDU including packet data (see, e.g., 1004-A in FIG. 10A);
facilitating selectively storing in a location of the memory cache the hash value calculated from the packet data
of a PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1006-A
in FIG. 10A);
facilitating selectively compressing the packet data of the PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value
matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1008-A in FIG. 10A);
facilitating generating an altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g.,
1010-A in FIG. 10A),
wherein the altered PDU includes a header having an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache
storing the hash value calculated from the packet data or of a location in the memory cache storing the hash
value matching the hash value calculated from the packet data, and
wherein the altered PDU selectively includes the compressed packet data, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value; and
facilitating streaming to the remote client device the second data stream including the generated altered PDU
for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g., 1 012-A in FIG. 10A).

7. The method of clause 6, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, the method comprises:

facilitating establishing a first streaming connection to the remote client device, in response to receiving a
connection request from the remote client device,
wherein the connection request identifies the RDP server, and
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wherein the identified RDP server is a local RDP server; and
facilitating establishing a second streaming connection to the RDP server identified in the connection request,
in response to receiving the connection request from the remote client.

8. The method of clause 6, wherein the second data stream does not conform to the RDP.

9. The method of clause 6, wherein prior to facilitating streaming of the second data stream, the method comprises:

facilitating generating a data stream including the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream
including packet data, and at least one PDU of the first data stream that does not include packet data;
facilitating bulk compression of the generated data stream; and
facilitating encryption of the bulk compressed generated data stream as the second data stream.

10. The method of clause 6, wherein the facilitating selectively compressing the packet data comprises facilitating
selectively compressing the packet data using a JPEG image compression algorithm having one of a visually lossy,
visually lossless, and lossless compression mode.

11. A machine-readable storage medium (see, e.g., 900-B in FIG. 9B) encoded with instructions executable by one
or more processors to perform one or more operations for processing a first data stream received from a remote
server to generate a second data stream conforming to a remote desktop protocol (RDP), the one or more operations
comprising:

facilitating processing of the first data stream received from the remote server to retrieve package data units
(PDUs) associated with packet data (see, e.g., 902-B in FIG. 9B),
wherein each PDU associated with packet data has a header including an index value related to the packet
data and indicative of a storage location;
in response to receiving a first PDU including first packet data, the one or more operations comprising:

facilitating decompression of the first packet data using a decompression algorithm (see, e.g., 904-B in
FIG. 9B); and
facilitating storage of the decompressed first packet data in a location of a memory cache corresponding
to the index value included in the header of the first PDU (see, e.g., 906-B in FIG. 9B);

in response to receiving a second PDU, facilitating retrieval of second packet data from a location of the memory
cache corresponding to the index value included in the header of the second PDU (see, e.g., 908-B in FIG. 9B);
facilitating generation of the second data stream conforming to the RDP and including the decompressed first
packet data and the retrieved second packet data (see, e.g., 910-B in FIG. 9B); and
facilitating streaming of the generated second data stream conforming to the RDP to a local client (see, e.g.,
912-B in FIG. 9B).

12. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 11, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data
stream, the one or more operations further comprise:

facilitating interception of a connection request transmitted from the local client to establish a streaming con-
nection conforming to the RDP with the remote server, the connection request identifying the remote server; and
in response to facilitating interception of the connection request, facilitating establishment of a streaming con-
nection with the remote server identified in the connection request to receive the first data stream from the
remote server.

13. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 11, wherein the first data stream does not conform to the RDP.

14. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 11, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data
stream, the one or more operations further comprise:

facilitating decryption of the first data stream received from the remote server; and
facilitating bulk decompression of the decrypted first data stream, following the facilitating decryption of the first
data stream,
wherein the facilitating generation of the second data stream comprises facilitating generation of the second
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data stream including the decompressed first packet data, the retrieved second packet data, and at least one
PDU, from the bulk decompressed decrypted first data stream, that is not associated with packet data.

15. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 11, wherein the first packet data is first image data, and wherein
the facilitating decompression of the first packet data comprises facilitating decompression of the first image data
using a JPEG image decompression algorithm having one of a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless de-
compression mode.

16. A machine-readable storage medium (see, e.g., 1000-B in FIG. 10B) encoded with instructions executable by
one or more processors to perform one or more operations for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote
desktop protocol (RDP) to stream a second data stream to a remote client device, the one or more operations
comprising:

facilitating processing of the first data stream conforming to the RDP to identify package data units (PDUs)
including packet data and, for each PDU including packet data, to calculate a hash value from the packet data
(see, e.g., 1002-B in FIG. 10B);
facilitating a search, in a memory cache storing hash values, for a stored hash value matching the hash value
calculated from the packet data, for each PDU including packet data (see, e.g., 1004-B in FIG. 10B);
facilitating selectively storing in a location of the memory cache the hash value calculated from the packet data
of a PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1006-B
in FIG. 10B);
facilitating selectively compressing the packet data of the PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value
matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1008-B in FIG. 10B);
facilitating generating an altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g.,
1010-B in FIG. 10B),
wherein the altered PDU includes a header having an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache
storing the hash value calculated from the packet data or of a location in the memory cache storing the hash
value matching the hash value calculated from the packet data, and
wherein the altered PDU selectively includes the compressed packet data, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value; and
facilitating streaming to the remote client device the second data stream including the generated altered PDU
for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g., 1012-B in FIG. 10B).

17. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 16, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data
stream, the one or more operations further comprise:

facilitating establishing a first streaming connection to the remote client device, in response to receiving a
connection request from the remote client device,
wherein the connection request identifies the RDP server, and
wherein the identified RDP server is a local RDP server; and
facilitating establishing a second streaming connection to the RDP server identified in the connection request,
in response to receiving the connection request from the remote client.

18. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 16, wherein the second data stream does not conform to the
RDP.

19. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 16, wherein prior to facilitating streaming of the second data
stream, the one or more operations further comprise:

facilitating generating a data stream including the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream
including packet data, and at least one PDU of the first data stream that does not include packet data;
facilitating bulk compression of the generated data stream; and
facilitating encryption of the bulk compressed generated data stream as the second data stream.

20. The machine-readable storage medium of clause 16, wherein the facilitating selectively compressing the packet
data comprises facilitating selectively compressing the packet data using a JPEG image compression algorithm
having one of a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless compression mode.
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21. A hardware apparatus (see, e.g., 900-C in FIG. 9C) for processing a first data stream received from a remote
server to generate a second data stream conforming to a remote desktop protocol (RDP), the hardware apparatus
comprising:
one or more modules configured to perform one or more operations comprising:

facilitating processing of the first data stream received from the remote server to retrieve package data units
(PDUs) associated with packet data (see, e.g., 902-C in FIG. 9C),
wherein each PDU associated with packet data has a header including an index value related to the packet
data and indicative of a storage location;
in response to receiving a first PDU including first packet data, the one or more operations comprising:

facilitating decompression of the first packet data using a decompression algorithm (see, e.g., 904-C in
FIG. 9C); and
facilitating storage of the decompressed first packet data in a location of a memory cache corresponding
to the index value included in the header of the first PDU (see, e.g., 906-C in FIG. 9C);

in response to receiving a second PDU, facilitating retrieval of second packet data from a location of the memory
cache corresponding to the index value included in the header of the second PDU (see, e.g., 908-C in FIG. 9C);
facilitating generation of the second data stream conforming to the RDP and including the decompressed first
packet data and the retrieved second packet data (see, e.g., 910-C in FIG. 9C); and
facilitating streaming of the generated second data stream conforming to the RDP to a local client (see, e.g.,
912-C in FIG. 9C).

22. The hardware apparatus of clause 21, wherein the one or more operations comprise, prior to facilitating processing
of the first data stream:

facilitating interception of a connection request transmitted from the local client to establish a streaming con-
nection conforming to the RDP with the remote server, the connection request identifying the remote server; and
in response to facilitating interception of the connection request, facilitating establishment of a streaming con-
nection with the remote server identified in the connection request to receive the first data stream from the
remote server.

23. The hardware apparatus of clause 21, wherein the first data stream does not conform to the RDP.

24. The hardware apparatus of clause 21, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, the one
or more operations further comprise:

facilitating decryption of the first data stream received from the remote server; and
facilitating bulk decompression of the decrypted first data stream, following the facilitating decryption of the first
data stream,
wherein the facilitating generation of the second data stream comprises facilitating generation of the second
data stream including the decompressed first packet data, the retrieved second packet data, and at least one
PDU, from the bulk decompressed decrypted first data stream, that is not associated with packet data.

25. The hardware apparatus of clause 21, wherein the first packet data is first image data, and wherein the facilitating
decompression of the first packet data comprises facilitating decompression of the first image data using a JPEG
image decompression algorithm having one of a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless decompression mode.

26. A hardware apparatus (see, e.g., 1000-C in FIG. 10C) for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote
desktop protocol (RDP) to stream a second data stream to a remote client device, the hardware apparatus comprising:
one or more modules configured to perform one or more operations comprising:

facilitating processing of the first data stream conforming to the RDP to identify package data units (PDUs)
including packet data and, for each PDU including packet data, to calculate a hash value from the packet data
(see, e.g., 1002-C in FIG. 10C);
facilitating a search, in a memory cache storing hash values, for a stored hash value matching the hash value
calculated from the packet data, for each PDU including packet data (see, e.g., 1004-C in FIG. 10C);
facilitating selectively storing in a location of the memory cache the hash value calculated from the packet data
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of a PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1006-C
in FIG. 10C);
facilitating selectively compressing the packet data of the PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value
matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1008-C in FIG. 10C);
facilitating generating an altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g.,
1010-C in FIG. 10C),
wherein the altered PDU includes a header having an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache
storing the hash value calculated from the packet data or of a location in the memory cache storing the hash
value matching the hash value calculated from the packet data, and
wherein the altered PDU selectively includes the compressed packet data, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value; and
facilitating streaming to the remote client device the second data stream including the generated altered PDU
for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g., 1012-C in FIG. 10C).

27. The hardware apparatus of clause 26, wherein prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, the one
or more operations comprise:

facilitating establishing a first streaming connection to the remote client device, in response to receiving a
connection request from the remote client device,
wherein the connection request identifies the RDP server, and
wherein the identified RDP server is a local RDP server; and
facilitating establishing a second streaming connection to the RDP server identified in the connection request,
in response to receiving the connection request from the remote client.

28. The hardware apparatus of clause 26, wherein the second data stream does not conform to the RDP.

29. The hardware apparatus of clause 26, wherein prior to facilitating streaming of the second data stream, the one
or more operations comprise:

facilitating generating a data stream including the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream
including packet data, and at least one PDU of the first data stream that does not include packet data;
facilitating bulk compression of the generated data stream; and
facilitating encryption of the bulk compressed generated data stream as the second data stream.

30. The hardware apparatus of clause 26, wherein the facilitating selectively compressing the packet data comprises
facilitating selectively compressing the packet data using a JPEG image compression algorithm having one of a
visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless compression mode.

31. An apparatus (see, e.g., 900-C in FIG. 9C) for processing a first data stream received from a remote server to
generate a second data stream conforming to a remote desktop protocol (RDP), the apparatus comprising:

means for facilitating processing of the first data stream received from the remote server to retrieve package
data units (PDUs) associated with packet data (see, e.g., 902-C in FIG. 9C),
wherein each PDU associated with packet data has a header including an index value related to the packet
data and indicative of a storage location;
means for, in response to receiving a first PDU including first packet data, performing operations comprising:

facilitating decompression of the first packet data using a decompression algorithm (see, e.g., 904-C in
FIG. 9C); and
facilitating storage of the decompressed first packet data in a location of a memory cache corresponding
to the index value included in the header of the first PDU (see, e.g., 906-C in FIG. 9C);

means for, in response to receiving a second PDU, facilitating retrieval of second packet data from a location
of the memory cache corresponding to the index value included in the header of the second PDU (see, e.g.,
908-C in FIG. 9C);
means for facilitating generation of the second data stream conforming to the RDP and including the decom-
pressed first packet data and the retrieved second packet data (see, e.g., 910-C in FIG. 9C); and
means for facilitating streaming of the generated second data stream conforming to the RDP to a local client
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(see, e.g., 912-C in FIG. 9C).

32. The apparatus of clause 31, further comprising:

means for, prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, facilitating interception of a connection request
transmitted from the local client to establish a streaming connection conforming to the RDP with the remote
server, the connection request identifying the remote server; and
means for, in response to facilitating interception of the connection request, facilitating establishment of a
streaming connection with the remote server identified in the connection request to receive the first data stream
from the remote server.

33. The apparatus of clause 31, wherein the first data stream does not conform to the RDP.

34. The apparatus of clause 31, further comprising:

means for, prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, facilitating decryption of the first data stream
received from the remote server; and
means for facilitating bulk decompression of the decrypted first data stream, following the facilitating decryption
of the first data stream,
wherein the means for facilitating generation of the second data stream comprise means for facilitating generation
of the second data stream including the decompressed first packet data, the retrieved second packet data, and
at least one PDU, from the bulk decompressed decrypted first data stream, that is not associated with packet data.

35. The apparatus of clause 31, wherein the first packet data is first image data, and wherein the means for facilitating
decompression of the first packet data comprise means for facilitating decompression of the first image data using
a JPEG image decompression algorithm having one of a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless decompression
mode.

36. An apparatus (see, e.g., 1000-C in FIG. 10C) for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote desktop
protocol (RDP) to stream a second data stream to a remote client device, the apparatus comprising:

means for facilitating processing of the first data stream conforming to the RDP to identify package data units
(PDUs) including packet data and, for each PDU including packet data, to calculate a hash value from the packet
data (see, e.g., 1002-C in FIG. 10C);
means for facilitating a search, in a memory cache storing hash values, for a stored hash value matching the
hash value calculated from the packet data, for each PDU including packet data (see, e.g., 1004-C in FIG. 10C);
means for facilitating selectively storing in a location of the memory cache the hash value calculated from the
packet data of a PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value matching the calculated hash value (see,
e.g., 1006-C in FIG. 10C);
means for facilitating selectively compressing the packet data of the PDU, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value (see, e.g., 1008-C in FIG. 10C);
means for facilitating generating an altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data
(see, e.g., 1010-C in FIG. 10C),
wherein the altered PDU includes a header having an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache
storing the hash value calculated from the packet data or of a location in the memory cache storing the hash
value matching the hash value calculated from the packet data, and
wherein the altered PDU selectively includes the compressed packet data, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value; and
means for facilitating streaming to the remote client device the second data stream including the generated
altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data (see, e.g., 1012-C in FIG. 10C).

37. The apparatus of clause 36, further comprising:

means for, prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, facilitating establishing a first streaming con-
nection to the remote-client device, in response to receiving a connection request from the remote client device,
wherein the connection request identifies the RDP server, and
wherein the identified RDP server is a local RDP server; and
means for facilitating establishing a second streaming connection to the RDP server identified in the connection
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request, in response to receiving the connection request from the remote client.

38. The apparatus of clause 36, wherein the second data stream does not conform to the RDP.

39. The apparatus of clause 36, further comprising:

means for, prior to facilitating streaming of the second data stream, facilitating generating a data stream including
the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data, and at least one PDU
of the first data stream that does not include packet data;
means for facilitating bulk compression of the generated data stream; and
means for facilitating encryption of the bulk compressed generated data stream as the second data stream.

40. The apparatus of clause 36, wherein the means for facilitating selectively compressing the packet data comprise
means for facilitating selectively compressing the packet data using a JPEG image compression algorithm having
one of a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless compression mode.

Other Remarks

[0113] In one aspect, any of the clauses herein may depend from any one of the independent clauses or any one of
the dependent clauses. In one aspect, any of the clauses (e.g., dependent or independent clauses) may be combined
with any other clauses (e.g., dependent or independent clauses). In one aspect, a claim may include some or all of the
words (e.g., steps, operations, means or components) recited in a clause, a sentence, a phrase or a paragraph. In one
aspect, a claim may include some or all of the words recited in one or more clauses, sentences, phrases or paragraphs.
In one aspect, some of the words in each of the clauses, sentences, phrases or paragraphs may be removed. In one
aspect, additional words or elements may be added to a clause, a sentence, a phrase or a paragraph. In one aspect,
the subject technology may be implemented without utilizing some of the components, elements, functions or operations
described herein. In one aspect, the subject technology may be implemented utilizing additional components, elements,
functions or operations.
[0114] In one aspect, any methods, instructions, code, means, logic, components, blocks, modules and the like (e.g.,
software or hardware) described or claimed herein can be represented in drawings (e.g., flow charts, block diagrams),
and such drawings (if not yet explicitly shown) can be added to the disclosure without constituting new matter. For brevity,
some (but not necessarily all) of the clauses/descriptions/claims are explicitly represented in drawings, but any of the
clauses/descriptions/claims can be represented in drawings in a manner similar to those drawings explicitly shown. For
example, a flow chart can be drawn for any of the clauses, sentences or claims for a method such that each operation
or step is connected to the next operation or step by an arrow. In another example, a block diagram can be drawn for
any of the clauses, sentences or claims having means-for elements (e.g., means for performing an action) such that
each means-for element can be represented as a module for element (e.g., a module for performing an action).
[0115] Those of skill in the art would appreciate that items such as the various illustrative blocks, modules, elements,
components, methods, operations, steps, and algorithms described herein (e.g., client device 102, server 108, RDP
client 110, VDA client 112, RDP server 104, VDA server 106, and the components therein) may be implemented as
hardware, computer software, or a combination of both.
[0116] To illustrate the interchangeability of hardware and software, items such as the various illustrative blocks,
modules, elements, components, methods, operations, steps, and algorithms have been described generally in terms
of their functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular
application and design constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the described func-
tionality in varying ways for each particular application.
[0117] In one aspect, "means," a block, a module, an element, a component or a processor may be an item (e.g., one
or more of blocks, modules, elements, components or processors) for performing one or more functions or operations.
In one aspect, such an item may be an apparatus, hardware, or a portion thereof. In one example, an item may have a
structure in the form of, for example, an instruction(s) for performing the function(s) or operation(s), where the instruction(s)
are encoded or stored on a machine-readable medium, on another device, or on a portion thereof, where an instruction(s)
may be software, an application(s), a subroutine(s), or a portion thereof. In an example, an item may be implemented
as one or more circuits configured to perform the function(s) or operation(s). A circuit may include one or more circuits
and/or logic. A circuit may be analog and/or digital. A circuit may be electrical and/or optical. A circuit may include
transistors. In an example, one or more items may be implemented as a processing system (e.g., a digital signal processor
(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), etc.). Those skilled in
the art will recognize how to implement the instructions, circuits, and processing systems.
[0118] A reference to an element in the singular is not intended to mean "one and only one" unless specifically so
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stated, but rather "one or more." For example, a client device may refer to one or more client devices, a connection may
refer to one or more connections, and a message, request, acknowledgment, or stream may refer to one or more
messages, requests, acknowledgements, or streams.
[0119] Unless specifically stated otherwise, the term "some" refers to one or more. Pronouns in the masculine (e.g.,
his) include the feminine and neuter gender (e.g., her and its) and vice versa. Headings and subheadings, if any, are
used for convenience only and do not limit the invention.
[0120] The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example or illustration." Any aspect or design
described herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other aspects or
designs. In one aspect, various alternative configurations and operations described herein may be considered to be at
least equivalent.
[0121] A phrase such as an "aspect" does not imply that such aspect is essential to the subject technology or that
such aspect applies to all configurations of the subject technology. A disclosure relating to an aspect may apply to all
configurations, or one or more configurations. An aspect may provide one or more examples. A phrase such as an
aspect may refer to one or more aspects and vice versa. A phrase such as an "embodiment" does not imply that such
embodiment is essential to the subject technology or that such embodiment applies to all configurations of the subject
technology. A disclosure relating to an embodiment may apply to all embodiments, or one or more embodiments. An
embodiment may provide one or more examples. A phrase such an embodiment may refer to one or more embodiments
and vice versa. A phrase such as a "configuration" does not imply that such configuration is essential to the subject
technology or that such configuration applies to all configurations of the subject technology. A disclosure relating to a
configuration may apply to all configurations, or one or more configurations. A configuration may provide one or more
examples. A phrase such a configuration may refer to one or more configurations and vice versa.
[0122] In one aspect of the disclosure, when actions or functions are described as being performed by an item (e.g.,
waiting, receiving, intercepting, connecting, negotiating, establishing, parsing, compressing, encrypting, transmitting,
decrypting, decompressing, reconstructing, generating, disconnecting, searching, matching, storing, retrieving, stream-
ing, or any other action or function), it is understood that such actions or functions may be performed by the item directly
or indirectly. In one aspect, when a module is described as performing an action, the module may be understood to
perform the action directly. In one aspect, when a module is described as performing an action, the module may be
understood to perform the action indirectly, for example, by facilitating, enabling or causing such an action.
[0123] In one aspect, unless otherwise stated, all measurements, values, ratings, positions, magnitudes, sizes, and
other specifications that are set forth in this specification, including in the claims that follow, are approximate, not exact.
In one aspect, they are intended to have a reasonable range that is consistent with the functions to which they relate
and with what is customary in the art to which they pertain.
[0124] In one aspect, the term "connect", "connection", or the like may refer to a logical connection session between
components, modules, or devices over a packet switched network. In another aspect, the term "connect", "connection",
or the like may refer to a physical or electrical connection.
[0125] Various items may be arranged differently (e.g., arranged in a different order, or partitioned in a different way)
all without departing from the scope of the subject technology. In one example, a VDA server 106 may not form part of
server 108, but may instead be associated with the server 108. In one aspect of the disclosure, the elements recited in
the accompanying claims may be performed by one or more modules or sub-modules.
[0126] It is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps, operations or processes disclosed is an illustration
of exemplary approaches. Based upon design preferences, it is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps,
operations or processes may be rearranged. Some of the steps, operations or processes may be performed simultane-
ously. Some or all of the steps, operations, or processes may be performed automatically, without the intervention of a
user. The accompanying method claims, if any, present elements of the various steps, operations or processes in a
sample order, and are not meant to be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.
[0127] The disclosure is provided to enable any person skilled in the art to practice the various aspects described
herein. The disclosure provides various examples of the subject technology, and the subject technology is not limited
to these examples. Various modifications to these aspects will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the
generic principles defined herein may be applied to other aspects.
[0128] All structural and functional equivalents to the elements of the various aspects described throughout this dis-
closure that are known or later come to be known to those of ordinary skill in the art are intended to be encompassed
by the claims. Moreover, nothing disclosed herein is intended to be dedicated to the public regardless of whether such
disclosure is explicitly recited in the claims. Furthermore, to the extent that the term "include," "have," or the like is used,
such term is intended to be inclusive in a manner similar to the term "comprise" as "comprise" is interpreted when
employed as a transitional word in a claim.
[0129] The Title, Background, Summary, Brief Description of the Drawings and Abstract of the disclosure are hereby
incorporated into the disclosure and are provided as illustrative examples of the disclosure, not as restrictive descriptions.
It is submitted with the understanding that they will not be used to limit the scope or meaning of the claims. In addition,
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in the Detailed Description, it can be seen that the description provides illustrative examples and the various features
are grouped together in various embodiments for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure. This method of disclosure
is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that the claimed subject matter requires more features than are expressly
recited in each claim. Rather, as the following claims reflect, inventive subject matter lies in less than all features of a
single disclosed configuration or operation. The following claims are hereby incorporated into the Detailed Description,
with each claim standing on its own as a separately claimed subject matter.

Claims

1. A method, performed by a virtual desktop accelerator, VDA, for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote
desktop protocol, RDP, to stream a second data stream to a remote client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700),
the method comprising:

facilitating establishing a first streaming connection to the remote client device (102a, 102b, 102C; 110; 112;
700), in response to receiving a connection request (401; 405) from the remote client device (102a, 102b, 102C;
110; 112; 700),
wherein the connection request (401; 405) identifies an RDP server (104; 700), and
wherein the identified RDP server (104; 700) is a local RDP server (104; 700);
facilitating establishing a second streaming connection to the RDP server (104; 700) identified in the connection
request, in response to receiving the connection request from the remote client (102a, 102b, 102C; 110; 112;
700);
facilitating processing of the first data stream conforming to the RDP to identify package data units, PDUs,
including packet data and, for each PDU including packet data, to calculate a hash value from the packet data;
facilitating a search, in a memory cache (107) storing hash values, for a stored hash value matching the hash
value calculated from the packet data, for each PDU including packet data;
facilitating selectively storing in a location of the memory cache (107) the hash value calculated from the packet
data of a PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value matching the calculated hash value;
facilitating selectively compressing the packet data of the PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value
matching the calculated hash value;
facilitating generating an altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data,
wherein the altered PDU includes a header having an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache
(113) storing the hash value calculated from the packet data or of a location in the memory cache (113) storing
the hash value matching the hash value calculated from the packet data, and
wherein the altered PDU selectively includes the compressed packet data, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value; and
facilitating streaming to the remote client device (102a, 102b, 102C; 110; 112; 700) the second data stream
including the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data;
characterized in that the method further comprises: intercepting, by a VDA client (112), of the remote client
device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) the connection request transmitted by the remote client device (102a,
102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) to the RDP server (104; 700);
establishing, by the VDA client (112), a VDA connection with a VDA server (106) of the RDP server (104; 700);
if the VDA client (112) successfully identifies or locates the VDA server (106) and successfully establishes the
VDA connection with the VDA server (106), routing, by the VDA client (112), an RDP connection between the
remote client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) and the RDP server (104; 700) through the VDA client
(112), the established VDA connection and the VDA server (106); and
if the VDA client (112) is unable to identify or locate the VDA server (106) or is unable to establish the VDA
connection to the VDA server (106), forwarding, by the VDA client (112), the connection request intercepted
from the remote client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) to the RDP server (104; 700).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the second data stream does not conform to the RDP.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein prior to facilitating streaming of the second data stream, the method comprises:

facilitating generating a data stream including the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream
including packet data, and at least one PDU of the first data stream that does not include packet data;
facilitating bulk compression of the generated data stream; and
facilitating encryption of the bulk compressed generated data stream as the second data stream.
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4. The method of claim 1, wherein the facilitating selectively compressing the packet data comprises facilitating se-
lectively compressing the packet data using a JPEG image compression algorithm having one of a visually lossy,
visually lossless, and lossless compression mode.

5. A computer program comprising instructions for performing any of the methods of claims 1-4.

6. A virtual desktop accelerator, VDA, apparatus for processing a first data stream conforming to a remote desktop
protocol, RDP, to stream a second data stream to a remote client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700), com-
prising:

means for, prior to facilitating processing of the first data stream, facilitating establishing a first streaming con-
nection to the remote client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700), in response to receiving a connection
request (401; 405) from the remote client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700),
wherein the connection request (401; 405) identifies an RDP server (104; 700), and
wherein the identified RDP server (104; 700) is a local RDP server (104; 700); and
means for facilitating establishing a second streaming connection to the RDP server (104; 700) identified in the
connection request (401; 405), in response to receiving the connection request from the remote client (102a,
102b, 102C; 110; 112; 700);
means for facilitating processing of the first data stream conforming to the RDP to identify package data units,
PDUs, including packet data and, for each PDU including packet data, to calculate a hash value from the packet
data;
means for facilitating a search, in a memory cache (107) storing hash values, for a stored hash value matching
the hash value calculated from the packet data, for each PDU including packet data;
means for facilitating selectively storing in a location of the memory cache (107) the hash value calculated from
the packet data of a PDU, if the search fails to find a stored hash value matching the calculated hash value;
means for facilitating selectively compressing the packet data of the PDU, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value;
means for facilitating generating an altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data,
wherein the altered PDU includes a header having an index value indicative of the location in the memory cache
(113) storing the hash value calculated from the packet data or of a location in the memory cache (113) storing
the hash value matching the hash value calculated from the packet data, and
wherein the altered PDU selectively includes the compressed packet data, if the search fails to find a stored
hash value matching the calculated hash value; and
means for facilitating streaming to the remote client device the second data stream including the generated
altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data;
characterized in that the apparatus further comprises: means for intercepting, by a VDA client of the remote
client device (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) the connection request transmitted by the remote client device
(102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) to the RDP server (104; 700);
means for establishing, by the VDA client (112), a VDA connection with a VDA server (106) of the RDP server
(104; 700);
means for routing, by the VDA client (112), an RDP connection between the remote client device (102a, 102b,
102c; 110; 112; 700) and the RDP server (104; 700) through the VDA client (112), the established VDA connection
and the VDA server (106), if the VDA client (112) successfully identifies or locates the VDA server (106) and
successfully establishes the VDA connection with the VDA server (106); and
means for forwarding, by the VDA client (112), the connection request intercepted from the remote client device
(102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) to the RDP server (104; 700), if the VDA client (112) is unable to identify or
locate the VDA server (106) or is unable to establish the VDA connection to the VDA server (106).

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the second data stream does not conform to the RDP.

8. The apparatus of claim 6, further comprising:

means for, prior to facilitating streaming of the second data stream, facilitating generating a data stream including
the generated altered PDU for each PDU of the first data stream including packet data, and at least one PDU
of the first data stream that does not include packet data;
means for facilitating bulk compression of the generated data stream; and
means for facilitating encryption of the bulk compressed generated data stream as the second data stream.
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9. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the means for facilitating selectively compressing the packet data comprise means
for facilitating selectively compressing the packet data using a JPEG image compression algorithm having one of
a visually lossy, visually lossless, and lossless compression mode.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren, ausgeführt von einem virtuellen Desktop Accelerator, VDA, zur Verarbeitung eines ersten Daten-
stroms übereinstimmend mit einem Remote-Desktop-Protokoll, RDP, um einen zweiten Datenstrom auf ein Remote-
Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) zu streamen, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Ermöglichen des Aufbauens einer ersten Streaming-Verbindung zum Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c;
110; 112; 700), als Antwort auf das Empfangen einer Verbindungsanfrage (401; 405) vom Remote-Client-Gerät
(102a, 102b, 102C; 110; 112; 700),
wobei die Verbindungsanfrage (401; 405) einen RDP-Server (104; 700) identifiziert, und
wobei der identifizierte RDP-Server (104; 700) ein lokaler RDP-Server (104; 700) ist;
Ermöglichen des Aufbauens einer zweiten Streaming-Verbindung zum RDP-Server (104; 700), der in der Ver-
bindungsanfrage identifiziert wurde, als Antwort auf das Empfangen der Verbindungsanfrage vom Remote-
Client (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700);
Ermöglichen der Verarbeitung des ersten Datenstroms entsprechend des RDP zur Identifizierung von Package
Data Units, PDUs, einschließlich Packet Data und, für jede PDU einschließlich Packet Data, der Berechnung
eines Hash-Wertes aus der Packet Data;
Ermöglichen einer Suche in einem Speicher-Cache (107), der Hash-Werte speichert, nach einem gespeicherten
Hash-Wert, der dem Hash-Wert entspricht, der aus der Packet Data berechnet wurde, für jede PDU einschließlich
Packet Data;
Ermöglichen der selektiven Speicherung an einem Ort des Speicher-Caches (107) des aus der Packet Data
einer PDU berechneten Hash-Wertes, falls die Suche keinen gespeicherten Hash-Wert findet, der mit dem
berechneten Hash-Wert übereinstimmt;
Ermöglichen des selektiven Komprimierens der Packet Data der PDU, falls die Suche keinen gespeicherten
Hash-Wert findet, der mit dem berechneten Hash-Wert übereinstimmt;
Ermöglichen des Erzeugens einer geänderten PDU für jede PDU des ersten Datenstroms einschließlich Packet
Data,
wobei die geänderte PDU einen Header umfasst mit einem Indexwert, der die Position im Speicher-Cache (113)
angibt an welcher der Hash-Wert gespeichert ist, der aus der Packet Data berechnet wurde oder die Position
im Speicher-Cache (113), an welcher der Hash-Wert gespeichert ist, der mit dem aus der Packet Data berech-
netem Hash-Wert übereinstimmt, und
wobei die geänderte PDU selektiv die komprimierte Packet Data umfasst, wenn die Suche einen gespeicherten
Hash-Wert nicht findet, der dem berechneten Hash-Wert entspricht; und
Ermöglichen des Streamings auf das Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) des zweiten
Datenstroms einschließlich der erzeugten geänderte PDU für jede PDU des ersten Datenstroms inklusive Packet
Data;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

Abfangen, durch einen VDA-Client (112) vom Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102C; 110: 112; 700), der
Verbindungsanfrage übermittelt vom Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102C; 110: 112; 700) an den RDP-
Server (104; 700);
Aufbau, mittels VDA-Client (112), einer VDA-Verbindung mit einem VDA-Server (106) des RDP-Servers
(104; 700);
falls der VDA-Client (112) erfolgreich den VDA-Server (106) identifiziert oder lokalisiert und erfolgreich die
VDA-Verbindung mit dem VDA-Server (106) aufgebaut hat,
Routing durch den VDA-Client (112) einer RDP Verbindung zwischen dem Remote-Client-Gerät (102a,
102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) und dem RDP-Server (104; 700) über den VDA-Client (112), die aufgebaute
VDA-Verbindung und den VDA-Server (106); und
falls der VDA-Client (112) den VDA-Server (106) nicht identifizieren oder lokalisieren kann oder die VDA-
Verbindung zum VDA-Server (106) nicht herstellen kann,

Weiterleiten, durch den VDA-Client (112), dass die Verbindungsanfrage vom Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b,
102c; 110; 112; 700) an den RDP-Server (104; 700) abgefangen wurde.
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2. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der zweite Datenstrom nicht dem RDP entspricht.

3. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei vor dem Ermöglichen des Streamings des zweiten Datenstroms das Ver-
fahren umfasst:

Ermöglichen der Erzeugung eines Datenstroms einschließlich der erzeugten geänderte PDU für jede PDU des
ersten Datenstroms einschließlich Packet Data und mindestens einer PDU des ersten Datenstroms, die keine
Packet Data enthält;
Ermöglichen der Massenkomprimierung des erzeugten Datenstroms; und
Ermöglichen der Verschlüsselung des Massenkomprimierten, generierten Datenstroms als den zweiten Daten-
strom.

4. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Ermöglichen des selektiven Komprimierens der Packet Data das Er-
möglichen der selektiven Komprimierung der Packet Data mittels eines JPEG-Bildkomprimierungsalgorithmus um-
fasst, der entweder einen visuell verlustbehafteten, visuell verlustfreien oder verlustfreien Kompressionsmodus hat.

5. Ein Computerprogramm umfassend Anweisungen zum Durchführen eines der Verfahren der Ansprüche 1-4.

6. Eine virtuelle Desktop-Accelerator, VDA, Vorrichtung, zur Verarbeitung eines ersten Datenstroms entsprechend
einem Remote-Desktop-Protokoll, RDP, zum Streamen eines zweiten Datenstroms an ein Remote-Client-Gerät
(102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700), umfassend:

Mittel zur, vor dem Ermöglichen der Verarbeitung des ersten Datenstroms, Ermöglichung des Aufbaus einer
ersten Streaming-Verbindung zum Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700), als Antwort auf das
Empfangen einer Verbindungsanfrage (401; 405) vom Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700),
wobei die Verbindungsanfrage (401; 405) einen RDP-Server (104; 700) identifiziert, und
wobei der identifizierte RDP-Server (104; 700) ein lokaler RDP-Server (104; 700) ist; und
Mittel zum Ermöglichen des Aufbaus einer zweiten Streaming-Verbindung mit dem in der Verbindungsanfrage
(401; 405) identifizierten RDP-Server (104; 700), als Antwort auf den Erhalt der Verbindungsanfrage vom Re-
mote-Client (102a, 102b, 102C; 110; 112; 700);
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der Verarbeitung des ersten Datenstroms entsprechend dem RDP, um Package Data
Units, PDUs, zu identifizieren, PDUs einschließlich Packet Data zu identifizieren, und um für jede PDU ein-
schließlich Packet Data, einen Hash-Wert aus der Packet Data zu berechnen;
Mittel zum Ermöglichen einer Suche in einem Speicher-Cache (107), der Hash-Werte speichert, für einen
gespeicherten Hash-Wert, der dem Hash-Wert entspricht der aus der Packet Data berechnet wurde, für jede
PDU einschließlich Packet Data;
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der selektiven Speicherung des aus der Packet Data einer PDU berechneten Hash-
Wertes an einer Stelle des Speicher-Cache (107) einer PDU, falls die Suche keinen gespeicherten Hash-Wert
findet, der dem berechneten Hash-Wert entspricht;
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der selektiven Komprimierung der Packet Data der PDU, falls die Suche keinen ge-
speicherten Hash-Wert findet, der dem berechneten Hash-Wert entspricht;
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der Erzeugung einer geänderten PDU für jede PDU des ersten Datenstroms
einschließlich der Packet Data,
wobei die geänderte PDU einen Header umfasst, der einen Indexwert hat, der die Position im Speicher-Cache
(113) angibt und den Hash-Wertes speichert, der aus der Packet Data berechnet wurde oder einer Position im
Speicher-Cache (113), an welcher der entsprechende Hash-Wert gespeichert ist, und
wobei die geänderte PDU selektiv die komprimierte Packet Data umfasst, falls die Suche keinen gespeicherten
Hash-Wert findet, der dem berechneten Hash-Wert entspricht; und
Mittel zum Ermöglichen des Streamings auf das Remote-Client-Gerät den zweiten Datenstrom einschließlich
der generierten geänderten PDU für jede PDU des ersten Datenstroms einschließlich der Packet Data;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Vorrichtung ferner umfasst:

Mittel zum Abfangen, durch einen VDA-Client des Remote-Client-Gerätes (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112;
700), der Verbindungsanfrage, die von dem Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112;) an den
RDP-Server (104; 700) übertragen wird;
Mittel zum Aufbau einer VDA-Verbindung durch den VDA-Client (112) mit einem VDA-Server (106) des
RDP-Servers (104; 700);
Mittel zum Routing durch den VDA-Client (112) einer RDP-Verbindung zwischen dem Remote-Client-Gerät
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(102a, 102b, 102c; 110; 112; 700) und dem RDP-Server (104; 700) über den VDA-Client (112), die aufge-
baute VDA-Verbindung und den VDA-Server (106), falls der VDA Client (112) erfolgreich den VDA-Server
(112) identifiziert oder lokalisiert und erfolgreich die VDA-Verbindung zum VDA-Server (106) herstellt; und
Mittel zur Weiterleitung, durch den VDA-Client (112) vom Remote-Client-Gerät (102a, 102b, 102c; 110;
112; 700) abgefangenen, der Verbindungsanfrage an den RDP-Server (104; 700), falls der VDA-Client
(112) nicht in der Lage ist, den VDA-Server (106) zu identifizieren oder zu lokalisieren oder nicht in der
Lage ist die VDA-Verbindung zum VDA-Server (106) herzustellen.

7. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei der zweite Datenstrom nicht dem RDP entspricht.

8. Die Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, ferner umfassend:

Mittel, vor dem Ermöglichen des Streaming des zweiten Datenstroms, zum Ermöglichen der Erzeugung eines
Datenstroms einschließlich der erzeugten geänderten PDU für jede PDU des ersten Datenstroms einschließlich
Packet Data und mindestens einer PDU des ersten Datenstroms, die keine Packet Data enthält;
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der Massenkompression des erzeugten Datenstroms; und
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der Verschlüsselung der Massenkomprimierung des generierten Datenstroms als den
zweiten Datenstrom.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Mittel zum Ermöglichen des selektiven Komprimierens der Packet Data
Mittel zum Ermöglichen der selektiven Komprimierung der Packet Data mittels eines JPEG-Bildkomprimierungsal-
gorithmus umfasst, der entweder einen visuell verlustbehafteten, visuell verlustfreien oder verlustfreien Kompres-
sionsmodus hat.

Revendications

1. Un procédé, mis en oeuvre par un accélérateur de bureau virtuel, VBA, pour le traitement d’un premier flux de
données conforme à un protocole de bureau à distance, RDP, pour diffuser un second flux de données vers un
dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700), le procédé comprenant :

la facilitation de l’établissement d’une première connexion de diffusion vers le dispositif client distant (102a,
102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700), en réponse à la réception d’une requête de connexion (401 ; 405) en provenance
du dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700),
dans lequel la requête de connexion (401 ; 405) identifie un serveur RDP (104 ; 700), et
dans lequel le serveur RDP identifié (104 ; 700) est un serveur RDP local (104 ; 700) ;
la facilitation de l’établissement d’une seconde connexion de diffusion vers le serveur RDP (104 ; 700) identifié
dans la requête de connexion, en réponse à la réception de la requête de connexion en provenance du client
distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) ;
la facilitation du traitement du premier flux de données conforme au RDP pour identifier des unités de données
en paquets, PDUs, incluant des données en paquets et, pour chaque PDU incluant des données en paquets,
pour calculer une valeur de hachage à partir des données en paquets ;
la facilitation d’une recherche, dans un cache de mémoire (107) stockant des valeurs de hachage, d’une valeur
de hachage stockée concordant avec la valeur de hachage calculée à partir des données en paquets, pour
chaque PDU comprenant des données en paquets ;
la facilitation du stockage sélectif, dans un emplacement du cache de mémoire (107), de la valeur de hachage
calculée à partir des données en paquets d’un PDU, si la recherche ne permet pas de trouver une valeur de
hachage stockée qui concorde avec la valeur de hachage calculée ;
la facilitation de la compression sélective des données en paquets du PDU, si la recherche ne permet pas de
trouver une valeur de hachage stockée qui concorde avec la valeur de hachage calculée ;
la facilitation de la génération d’une PDU altérée pour chaque PDU du premier flux de données comprenant
des données en paquets,
dans lequel la PDU altérée comprend un en-tête possédant une valeur d’index représentative de l’emplacement
dans le cache de mémoire (113) stockant la valeur de hachage calculée à partir des données en paquets ou
d’un emplacement dans le cache de mémoire (113) stockant la valeur de hachage concordante avec la valeur
de hachage calculée à partir des données en paquets, et
dans lequel la PDU altérée inclut sélectivement les données en paquets compressées, si la recherche ne permet
pas de trouver une valeur de hachage stockée qui concorde avec la valeur de hachage calculée ; et
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la facilitation de la diffusion vers le dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) du second flux
de données incluant la PDU altérée pour chaque PDU du premier flux de données comprenant des données
en paquets ;
procédé caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre :

l’interception, par un client VDA (112) du dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700), de la
requête de connexion transmise par le dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) au
serveur RDP (104 ; 700) ;
l’établissement, par le client VDA (112), d’une connexion VDA avec un serveur VDA (106) du serveur RDP
(104 ; 700) ;
si le client VDA (112) réussit à identifier ou à localiser le serveur VDA (106) et réussit à établir la connexion
VDA avec le serveur VDA (106), le routage, par le client VDA (112), d’une connexion RDP entre le dispositif
client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) et le serveur RDP (104) par l’intermédiaire du client VDA
(112), de la connexion VDA établie et du serveur VDA (106) ; et
si le client VDA (112) est incapable d’identifier ou de localiser le serveur VDA (106) ou est incapable d’établir
la connexion VDA au serveur VDA (106), le transfert, par le client VDA (112), de la requête de connexion
interceptée du dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) au serveur RDP (104 ; 700).

2. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel le second flux de données n’est pas conforme au RDP.

3. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel avant la facilitation de la diffusion du second flux de données, le
procédé comprend :

la facilitation de la génération d’un flux de données comprenant la PDU altérée pour chaque PDU du premier
flux de données comprenant des données en paquets, et au moins une PDU du premier flux de données qui
ne comprend pas de données en paquets ;
la facilitation de la compression en bloc du flux de données généré ; et
la facilitation du chiffrement du flux de données généré compressé en bloc en tant que second flux de données.

4. Le procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel la facilitation de la compression sélective des données en paquets
comprend la facilitation de la compression sélective des données en paquets en utilisant un algorithme de com-
pression d’images JPEG disposant de l’un d’entre un mode de compression avec pertes, avec pertes visuelles et
sans pertes.

5. Un programme informatique comprenant des instructions pour mettre en oeuvre l’un des procédés des revendications
1 à 4.

6. Un appareil accélérateur de bureau virtuel, VBA, pour le traitement d’un premier flux de données conforme à un
protocole de bureau à distance, RDP, pour diffuser un second flux de données vers un dispositif client distant (102a,
102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700), comprenant :

des moyens pour, avant facilitation du traitement du premier flux de données, faciliter de l’établissement d’une
première connexion de diffusion vers le dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700), en réponse
à la réception d’une requête de connexion (401 ; 405) en provenance du dispositif client distant (102a, 102b,
102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700),
dans lequel la requête de connexion (401 ; 405) identifie un serveur RDP (104 ; 700), et
dans lequel le serveur RDP identifié (104 ; 700) est un serveur RDP local (104 ; 700) ;
des moyens pour faciliter l’établissement d’une seconde connexion de diffusion vers le serveur RDP (104 ; 700)
identifié dans la requête de connexion, en réponse à la réception de la requête de connexion en provenance
du client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) ;
des moyens pour faciliter le traitement du premier flux de données conforme au RDP pour identifier des unités
de données en paquets, PDUs, incluant des données en paquets et, pour chaque PDU incluant des données
en paquets, pour calculer une valeur de hachage à partir des données en paquets ;
des moyens pour faciliter une recherche, dans un cache de mémoire (107) stockant des valeurs de hachage,
d’une valeur de hachage stockée concordant avec la valeur de hachage calculée à partir des données en
paquets, pour chaque PDU comprenant des données en paquets ;
des moyens pour faciliter le stockage sélectif, dans un emplacement du cache de mémoire (107), de la valeur
de hachage calculée à partir des données en paquets d’un PDU, si la recherche ne permet pas de trouver une
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valeur de hachage stockée qui concorde avec la valeur de hachage calculée ;
des moyens pour faciliter la compression sélective des données en paquets du PDU, si la recherche ne permet
pas de trouver une valeur de hachage stockée qui concorde avec la valeur de hachage calculée ;
des moyens pour faciliter la génération d’une PDU altérée pour chaque PDU du premier flux de données
comprenant des données en paquets,
dans lequel la PDU altérée comprend un en-tête possédant une valeur d’index représentative de l’emplacement
dans le cache de mémoire (113) stockant la valeur de hachage calculée à partir des données en paquets ou
d’un emplacement dans le cache de mémoire (113) stockant la valeur de hachage concordante avec la valeur
de hachage calculée à partir des données en paquets, et
dans lequel la PDU altérée inclut sélectivement les données en paquets compressées, si la recherche ne permet
pas de trouver une valeur de hachage stockée qui concorde avec la valeur de hachage calculée ; et
des moyens pour faciliter la diffusion vers le dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) du
second flux de données incluant la PDU altérée pour chaque PDU du premier flux de données comprenant des
données en paquets ;
appareil caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre :

des moyens pour intercepter, par un client VDA (112) du dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ;
112 ; 700), la requête de connexion transmise par le dispositif client distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ;
700) au serveur RDP (104 ; 700) ;
des moyens pour établir, par le client VDA (112), une connexion VDA avec un serveur VDA (106) du serveur
RDP (104 ; 700) ;
des moyens pour router, par le client VDA (112), une connexion RDP entre le dispositif client distant (102a,
102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) et le serveur RDP (104) par l’intermédiaire du client VDA (112), de la connexion
VDA établie et du serveur VDA (106), si le client VDA (112) réussit à identifier ou à localiser le serveur VDA
(106) et réussit à établir la connexion VDA avec le serveur VDA (106) ; et
des moyens pour transférer, par le client VDA (112), la requête de connexion interceptée du dispositif client
distant (102a, 102b, 102c ; 110 ; 112 ; 700) au serveur RDP (104 ; 700), si le client VDA (112) est incapable
d’identifier ou de localiser le serveur VDA (106) ou est incapable d’établir la connexion VDA au serveur
VDA (106) .

7. L’appareil de la revendication 6, dans lequel le second flux de données n’est pas conforme au RDP.

8. L’appareil de la revendication 6, comprenant en outre :

des moyens pour, avant la facilitation de la diffusion du second flux de données, faciliter la génération d’un flux
de données comprenant la PDU altérée pour chaque PDU du premier flux de données comprenant des données
en paquets, et au moins une PDU du premier flux de données qui ne comprend pas de données en paquets ;
des moyens pour faciliter la compression en bloc du flux de données généré ; et
des moyens pour faciliter le chiffrement du flux de données généré compressé en bloc en tant que second flux
de données.

9. L’appareil de la revendication 6, dans lequel les moyens pour faciliter la compression sélective des données en
paquets comprennent des moyens pour faciliter la compression sélective des données en paquets en utilisant un
algorithme de compression d’images JPEG disposant de l’un d’entre un mode de compression avec pertes, avec
pertes visuelles et sans pertes.
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